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Abstract

In this thesis I present my contribution towards a quantum communication platform using

trapped ions, Fresnel optics, and frequency conversion waveguides. I discuss the major

components required for this platform, as well as show our high control over trapped ions.

I also demonstrate that the high resolution imaging of lens-based optical interconnects

enable a new way to monitor trapped ions as 3D sub-attonewton force sensors. The

experiments presented here were achieved across two Yb+ ion traps.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As humans we are gifted with the ability to spend an extended period of time concentrating

on a single topic. After-which we hope to understand it. However, as scientists we learn

that after said time we are still probably wrong and don’t have the whole picture. Why?

Because when new and more sensitive measurement techniques become available and we

observe something that doesn’t fit into our current theory we have to change that theory.

Throughout history we have done this with our understanding of atoms, our solar-system,

curved space-time, Newtonian to quantum or bohmian mechanics [1], interacting universes

[2], etc. But as engineers we have to work with what we have and at the time of writing

this quantum mechanics is the most widely accepted ’truth’ for our understanding of

subatomic physics, where the maths helps to explain what we see, even if we consider it

incomplete [3].

So what do we see? In the case of coherent light, for example, lets look at the 3 exper-

iments shown in figure 1. In the first experiment light can be sent through a 50/50 beam

splitter (BS) and sent to two detectors evenly. Here light behaves as a particle because

the intensity of light corresponds with the number of ’clicks’ coming from the detectors.

But in experiment 2 an optical Mach−Zehnder interferometer is set up, where each arm

contains the same length and all the input light goes to one of the detectors at the output

[4]. Here the light behaves as a wave with interference effects, where one can’t determine

what path the light took. In quantum mechanics light can be explained in terms of wave

packets. According to this theory, these photon wave packets can overlap/interfere and

alter the probability amplitudes of the photon/s states, which can be expressed in terms

of a wave function. For the current example, the square of these probability amplitudes

are proportional to the probabilities of where the photons will be detected. This can be

seen more clearly when running similar interference experiments using only 1 or 2 photons

[5, 6]. Now, in experiment 3 a third detector is placed in one arm of the interferometer.

The wave packet of a single photon at time t1, before the new detector, is in a superposi-

tion of being in the lower and upper paths (0 and 1). This can be expressed as the wave

function ∣∣ψ
〉

=
1√
2

∣∣0
〉

+
1√
2

∣∣1
〉
. (1.1)
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4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

take the age of the universe to factorize a 400-digit number, with a classical computer,

could theoretically be achieved while cooking a packet of 2 minute noodles [12]. These

algorithms helped spark an interest into the fields of quantum communication, quantum

sensing, quantum computing, and quantum thermodynamics [13, 14]. Over decades of

research, together with the development of quantum error correction protocols [15], it is

now a reality that devices utilizing quantum phenomena are being built [16]. This increase

in computational speed, however, creates a problem for those using secure communication.

One way around this is for them to use a quantum communication device where security

is guaranteed through the linearity of quantum mechanics, preventing the amplification of

arbitrary sates [17].

Symmetrical (secret-key) cryptosystems are the only known provably secure cryptosys-

tem [18]. Here a message and a randomly generated private key, at least as long as the

message, are fed into an encryption algorithm to produce an encrypted message, called

a cryptogram. The cryptogram and the same private key are then fed into a decryption

algorithm to read the initial message. In this procedure anyone can know the encrypt-

ing and decrypting algorithms, as well as the cryptogram. The security of this message,

therefore, relies on the security of the private key [19]. Quantum communication devices

can utilize non-locality [20, 3] and the the no-cloning theorem [17] to determine, with high

probability, if the channel is secure or if there was a potential eavesdropper [21, 22]. After

the channel has been proved secure, the private key can be shared across said channel.

The first quantum key distribution (QKD) protocol was presented in 1984 [23]. Since then

this technology has been extended upon incorporating teleportation [24, 25], integrated

technologies [26], and satellites [27].

A realistic implementation of a quantum communication device would require each

participant to have a quantum platform for quantum information processing (QIP) and a

low loss communication channel between them. There are many candidates from which

a platform for QIP or a quantum communication device can be built. Some of these

candidates are superconducting circuits [28, 29, 30, 31], photons [32, 33], atoms [34, 35],

ions, and quantum dots [36]. Where no candidate has a clear advantage at this current

stage. However, ion-based quantum systems are one of the leading competitors due to

the long coherence times of ions and their use in deterministic quantum computations. A

proposal for an ion-based quantum computer was presented decades ago [37]. In the time

since, experiments with trapped ions have displayed all the necessary requirements for

physical implementation of quantum computations [38], other than some scalability issues

(i.e optical interconnects and laser power). These include, state preparation [39, 40, 41],

manipulation [41, 42], gates [39, 43, 44] (sub µs time-scale), and readout [41, 45]. Ion-

ion entanglement can be achieved through the Coulomb interaction as well as through

quantum states of light, where the latter is required to fulfil the additional conditions of

quantum communication [38]: The ability to interconvert stationary and flying qubits,
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and the ability to faithfully transmit flying qubits between specified locations [38].

Within ion-based quantum systems there are several elements that have been trapped;
136,137,138Ba+ [46, 47], 198,199Hg+ [48, 49], 40,43Ca+ [41, 50], 9Be+ [40], 24,25Mg+[51], 88Sr+

[52], 111Cd+, and 171,172,174Yb+. Where they all contain 2 valence electrons before ion-

isation. Of these, there are even fewer that have hyperfine states with naturally long

coherence times of years that can be used for memory qubits. Currently the memory

times of these suitable elements are much shorter than their natural coherence times as

there exists many forms of decoherence that limits the purity of the desired final quantum

states [53]. Non-uniform magnetic fields and/or magnetic field fluctuations are a limiting

factor [54]. The well isolated nature of trapped ions allows for memory times of several

minutes [54] (2017), an order of magnitude longer than 3 years prior [50] (2014) showing

their rapid increase in sophistication. This increase comes from reducing motional heating

of the trapped ion. Motional heating exacerbates the effect of a non-uniform magnetic

field on a qubit by causing it to sample a larger space, and therefore a larger variation

in the magnetic field. Expanding single-element ion trapping to multi-element trapping,

where the additional element is used at times to keep the quantum memory sympathet-

ically cooled, reduces the ion-wavepacket from expanding and state readout inefficiency

[54].

Ions are usually isolated from the external environment in one of two ways [55]. This

is commonly achieved with either a Penning trap [56], inspired by the work of Penning

[57] which led to the first elementary particle being trapped [58], or an RF Paul trap,

where individual ions were first shown to be trapped [46]. The former uses a combination

of static electric and magnetic fields, while the latter uses either just RF electric fields

or a combination of RF and DC electric fields. Penning traps have an advantage in

the sense that their trapped ions aren’t susceptible to micromotion from an RF drive

frequency. However, they are harder to use for QIP which requires cooling an ion in all

three motional degrees of freedom for ion-to-ion coupling through the Coulomb interaction.

This is because in a Penning trap the magnetron motion of trapped ions can not be cooled

directly. Most of the advancements with ion-based QIP have, therefore, been achieved

with RF Paul traps, where all three motional degrees of freedom of a trapped ion can be

cooled directly.

Over the decades RF Paul traps have evolved from using hyperbolically shaped elec-

trodes [59], to linear Paul traps [60, 49], to surface traps [61, 51] (single plane structure).

Surface traps with optimised geometries [62] enable a scalable approach to microwave

driven single and multiqubit gates, which reduce laser power issues for large scale ion

traps. In several approaches for scalable ion trap architectures it is a requirement that

ions can be moved (shuttled) between locations, such as from interacting regions to mem-

ory regions [63, 64]. These microfabricated surface traps can fulfil this requirement. Arrays

of small DC electrodes allow for trapped ions to be moved individually, brought together
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to interact, separated, and shuttled across complicated intersections such as: T [65], Y

[66], and X intersections [67, 68, 69]. It has also been shown, in surface traps, that shuttled

ions can maintain their quantum information to a high enough degree for scalable QIP

[70].

One major obstacle in microfabricated ion traps is that of scalable optical intercon-

nects, such that optical operations on ions can be performed in parallel across all array

sites [71]. Within this category of optical interconnects, laser addressing and photon col-

lecting optics are required. In terms of photon collection optics, there are optics suitable

for state detection and those suitable for quantum communication applications. If a pho-

ton emitted from a trapped ion can be collected into a single spatial mode and sent to

another ion, or have it’s wave packet efficiently overlap with that of another photon, then

it is suitable for quantum communication. Otherwise it is only suitable for state detec-

tion, which still has a purpose if one is just after a high collection efficiency for heralding

qubit absorption [72]. Several forms of optical interconnects have been used: bulk optics

[42, 25, 73, 74, 75, 76], micromirrors [77], mirrors integrated with surface traps [78, 79, 80],

multimode fibres [81], singlemode fibres [82], Fresnel optics (PFLs) [83, 84, 85, 86, 87],

cavities for enhanced ion-photon coupling [88, 52, 89, 90], integrated waveguides with

diffractive focusing [91, 92], and microelectromechanical (MEMS) mirrors [93, 76]. How-

ever, none of these options are perfect. For scalability purposes, the use of bulk optics is

not ideal. MEMS and integrated waveguides are useful for mainly laser addressing. Many

integrated fibre implementations have fibre-induced charging that results in heating of the

ion, unless placed farther away from the ion which reduces their collection efficiency. Inte-

grated singlemode fibres currently have an unknown collection efficiency but show promise

if appropriately coated (Indium Tin Oxide) to reduce charging effects, while multimode

fibres do not couple collected light into a single spacial mode. Micromirrors and high

finesse cavities become hard to align if they are not integrated into the ion trap during the

fabrication process. Integrated mirrors are yet to show sufficient re-imaging of collected

light into a single spatial mode for efficient coupling into a singlemode transmission fibre.

Finally Fresnel optics, with a ridged surface structure, have not been shown to have a low

heating rate for trapped ions at close proximity, which could result in a fast decoherence

time for an atomic memory. Of these candidates for use as scalable collection optics,

Fresnel optics show great promise. They have shown to have a high resolution imaging

capability [85] and a high monochromatic collection efficiency [84], where the collection

efficiency can be made even higher with optimisation techniques [94, 95], allowing for a

fast quantum communication bit rate. In chapter 4 we show that Fresnel optics are able

to produce a higher collection efficiency, per ion-photon through a singlemode fibre, than

others are able to achieve with a complicated High-numerical-Aperture Laser Objective

(HALO) [96] or through a multimode fibre [81, 86]. Also, in yet to be published research,

we have demonstrated a low ion heating rate of approximately 30 quanta/sec over the
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a Paul trap create an harmonic pseudo-potential that confines ions near the oscillating

electric field gradient zero location. In one of our traps, which will be the main focus for

this theory section, the electric potential was formed by applying radio-frequency (RF)

voltages to two needles made of Tungsten metal, see figure 1.3. For suitable RF voltages

and frequencies, the RF fields generate a ponderomotive potential that confines Yb+ ions

at the field minimum. The theory for the other ion trap will be added at the end of

this section. The ions are confined below a certain temperature Tcritical, where Tcritical is

dependent on the geometry of the trap and the associated energy potential depth. Once

trapped, the motion of the confined ions slowly increases due to surface contaminants and

potentially other unknown contributors [103, 104] until it has enough energy to escape

the trapping field. To counteract this increase in ion temperature, as soon as the ion

is trapped, we cool it with resonant radiation (laser cooling) which also reduces the ion

motion. In this section I will describe how we trap Yb+ ions and how they are cooled.

Figure 1.3: Electrode configuration. Electrode configuration is shown from a) top view
and b) side view. Figures obtained from [105]. RF and DC electrodes are not to scale.
Separation between DC electrodes is several times larger than the separation between RF
electrodes.

1.1.1 Trapping - 3D Paul Trap

The trapping theory presented in this section has been somewhat previously described in

my MPhil thesis [106] and is restated and extended up on here. However, this derivation

is for 3D Paul traps and in my MPhil thesis I described a surface trap. An alternative

approach to this type of derivation can be found in [107], using the pseudo-potential

approximation of the ions motion. The pseudo-potential approximation states that along
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a trap axis the ion motion consists of a large yet slow secular motion and a small yet fast

micromotion. See figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Ion motion in RF trap. In the pseudo-potential approximation the ion
motion, per trap axis, can be thought of as consisting of two frequencies. A large secular
motion at a relatively low frequency, and a smaller motion at the drive frequency (mi-
cromotion). Where, as the ion moves away from the null of a trap the Micromotion gets
larger.

To trap an ion using only electric fields requires a minimum in the electric potential in

all three axes. However, electric fields in free space have to satisfy the Laplace condition

∇2φ(~x, ~y, ~z) = 0. (1.2)

Equation 1.2 implies that if the electric field gradient about a point is at a minimum along

2 axes it must be balanced by a maximum along the third axis (saddle point). To confine

an ion you would need to periodically switch the axes of confinement resulting in the use

of an RF field. An averaged RF field can create, for certain parameters of oscillation

frequency, charge to mass ratio, and electric field gradient/electric potential curvature, a

harmonic potential similar to a classical harmonic oscillator. This is given by [105]

Φ(~x, ~y, ~z) =
1

2
krs

2
r (1.3)

where k is the spring constant, s is the displacement and r is the position vector separable
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in the {x̂, ŷ, ẑ} basis. Taking the angular frequency of the oscillating ion as

ωr =

√
kr
m

(1.4)

where m is the mass of the ion, rearranging for the spring constant and plugging it

back into equation 1.3 gives

Φ(~x, ~y, ~z) =
m

2

(
ω2
xx

2 + ω2
yy

2 + ω2
zz

2
)
. (1.5)

If the surfaces of the RF electrodes are approximately hyperbolic in shape, the ideal

generated electric field will produce a quadrupole potential of the form[105, 108]

φ(~x, ~y, ~z, t) = (U0 + V0cos(ΩRF t))

[
1

2
− x2 + y2 − 2z2

d2T

]
(1.6)

where for our case

d2T = 4z20 (1.7)

Here V0 is the applied RF voltage, Ω is the drive frequency of the RF voltage in rad/s, U0

is the applied DC voltage and 2z0 is the distance between the RF electrodes. In reality the

electrodes in an ion trap may not be hyperbolic in shape, resulting in a geometry factor

that reduces the effective potential and contributes higher order spatially nonlinear terms.

The closer the electrodes are to hyperbolic the less of an issue this is. However, in many

cases the electrodes can be far from hyperbolic (microfabricated ion traps).

For stable trapping of ions we need to find appropriate values for the RF and DC

voltages, as well as, the RF drive frequency. Using the Mathieu equation we can describe

the force acting on a trapped ion in terms of regions of stability [109]. The Mathieu

equation is
d2~r

dξ2
+ (ar − 2qrcos2ξ)~r = 0, (1.8)

where ~r is a length separable in the {x̂, ŷ, ẑ} basis and ar and qr are dimensionless trapping

parameters used to describe the regions of stability [59]. Here

ξ = Ωt/2. (1.9)

To relate the electric potential to the Mathieu equation, it is useful to first represent both

equations 1.6 and 1.8 in terms of force. The electric potential is related to force via

~F = e ~E = −e∇φ(~x, ~y, ~z, t) (1.10)
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and the Mathieu equation is related to force via Newton’s second law of motion

~F = ma = m
d2~r

dt2
, (1.11)

which can be achieved by representing acceleration as a function of

d2~r

dξ2
. (1.12)

Using the chain rule, and equation 1.9 we get

d2~r

dt2
=

d

dt
(
d~r

dξ

dξ

dt
) =

Ω

2

d

dt
(
d~r

dξ
) =

Ω

2

d

dξ

dξ

dt
(
d~r

dξ
) =

Ω2

4

d2~r

dξ2
. (1.13)

Once the Mathieu equation and electric potential are both represented in terms of force

they are directly comparable. Re-arranging these equations then gives ar and qr.

For the x axes

ax =
2eU0

mΩ2z20
DC term (1.14)

qx =
eV0

mΩ2z20
. RF term (1.15)

where, in the case of a three dimensional quadrupole potential with axial symmetry, ax =

ay = −az
2 and qx = qy = −qz

2 . Which is different to traps of cubic symmetry [110]. The

ion’s secular frequency, to the second lowest order in q, is [107]

ωx =
Ω

2

√√√√ax + q2x(12 + ax
8 ) + q4x

128

1− q2x(38 + 5ax
16 )

. (1.16)

A stability diagram, with reference to the values presented in equation 1.16, is presented

in figure 1.5. In some experiments [111] it has been noted that stable trapping occurs for

q smaller than ≈ 0.3. We can then assume

|ar|, q2r � 1. (1.17)

An approximation of the ion secular frequency is [112]

ωx =
Ω

2

√
ax +

q2x
2
. (1.18)

Assuming a perfect 3D RF trap without the need for DC fields equation 1.18 becomes

ωx = ωy =
ωz

2
=

eV0√
8mΩz20

, (1.19)
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Figure 1.5: Trapped ion stability plot. The confined region in this graph represents
parameters for theoretically stable trapping. This plot used ax = −2az and qx = 2qz. The
lines are labelled in terms of a trapped ions lowest frequency motion (secular motion).
This graph is consistent with the stability graph presented in [112]. Note that as q (RF
term) goes to 0, the stable trapping region also goes to 0.

where the approximations made in equation 1.17 lead to the secular frequencies in the

pseudo-potential approximation [107].
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A general electrode schematic for the 3D RF Paul trap used during my candidature is

shown in Fig. 1.3. The RF electrodes are made from tungsten rods that have been etched

through electropolishing. The ends of the electrodes are separated by approximately

300 µm, with the field minima occurring in the middle of the two trapping electrodes. By

applying an RF voltage on the order of Vpeak = 100− 200 V and at frequency of 20 MHz,

we obtain ion confinement in all three axes (x̂, ŷ and ẑ) where the ion motion is small

compared to the distance between the RF electrodes. However, stray electric fields can

reduce the trapping potential in one or more axes to the point where the ion is no longer

confined. To cancel out any stray electric fields, we use DC compensation electrodes,

shown in Fig. 1.3.

From equation 1.19, while still ignoring the effect of micromotion, it can be seen

that the square root of the sum of squares of secular frequencies remains constant and

independent of the applied DC fields.

√
ω2
x + ω2

y + ω2
z =

√
3Ωqx
2

=

√
3eV0

2mΩz20
. (1.20)

We measured this quantity, shown in Fig. 1.6, to help show that our trap operates in the

pseudo-potential approximation across a large range of applied DC voltages.
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Figure 1.6: Secular frequencies in our 3D RF Paul trap. Secular frequencies of a
trapped ion as the trap potential in one axis is weakened. (∗) Square root of the sum
of squares of the secular frequencies. This value remains constant and independent of
applied DC voltage on RF needles. (black dots) Secular frequencies along RF needles.
(red and blue dots) Secular frequencies along the 2 trap axes perpendicular to the RF
needles. This plot shows that equation 1.20, which used secular frequencies equal to those
in the pseudo-potential approximation, holds true in our trap over large DC compensation
voltages.

1.1.2 Trapping - Surface trap

The variations in trapping parameters for the surface trap used during my candidature,

derived in [106], are restated here for convenience. The trap structure and orientation

reference is shown in figure 1.7.

For the x-axis

ax =
−4eκDCεDCU0

mΩ2r20
(1.21)

qx =
−2eκRFV0
mΩ2r20

. (1.22)

Here κRF , κDC and εDC are geometric constants and r0 is the distance from the trap

center to the electrodes.
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1.2 Ion Dynamics & Laser Cooling

171Yb+ ions are a strong candidate for qubits in an ion-based QIP platform, due to their

hyperfine energy level structure and long coherence times. However, my publications were

mainly centred around setting up an ion-based QIP platform, rather than using one, and

so during my candidature I mainly used an even Yb+ isotope. The even Yb+ isotopes

have no nuclear moment and no hyperfine structure, resulting in a simpler energy level

structure. This section will be explained using 174Yb+, which in table 1.1 is shown to have

the highest natural abundance.

Yb Isotope Atomic mass (u) [114] Abundance (%) [115, 116]

168 0.1232(4)

170 169.934767241(18) 2.982(6)

171 170.936331514(19) 14.086(20)

172 171.936386655(18) 21.686(19)

173 172.938216213(18) 16.103(9)

174 173.938867539(18) 32.025(12)

176 175.942574702(22) 12.995(1.3)

Table 1.1: Table of Yb isotopes, their atomic mass, and their naturally occurring
abundances. The isotope with the largest abundance is 174Yb. Table code reused from
my paper in chapter 2.

We trap 174Yb+ ions by initially sending an atomic beam of Yb atoms towards the

electric field minimum, in the middle of the RF needles, and ionising the 174Yb neutral

atoms while they are in the trapping region. The atomic beam is created by resistively

heating a small chamber (oven) that is filled with natural isotope abundance Ytterbium

(Alfa Aesar Yb 99.9% REO). When the oven becomes hot enough it emits neutral Yb

vapour, that is sent through pinholes to become a collimated beam before reaching the

trapping region. At the same time our trapping and cooling lasers are focused on the

trapping region. As the neutral Yb atoms pass through the laser beams, the valence

electrons of the 174Yb atoms are resonantly excited with isotope selective 399nm-light.

See figure 1.8 for isotope specific excitation probabilities. The excited atoms are then

photo-ionised with 370nm-light. The relevant transitions, and a few extra related to the
2F7/2 state, are shown in Fig. 1.9. Each excitation is a probabilistic event, making the

speed of this ionisation process power dependent. If the final ionisation step occurs while

the Yb atom is still in the RF potential a 174Yb+ ion will be trapped. This process also

works for ionising and trapping 171Yb atoms, which is an upgrade from the older and more

expensive electron impact method that used an isotope-enriched Yb source [130]. Once

ionised and trapped the ion is cooled through Doppler cooling [131].

Doppler cooling takes place in all 3 axes [132], which can be achieved with a single laser

beam with a component along each trap axis. For Doppler cooling calculations we can
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Figure 1.8: Yb isotope excitation probability. Probabilities are for the 398.9 nm
1S0↔1P1 transition. Probabilities are described as a function of frequency from the 174Yb
transition and have been scaled for natural isotope abundance of Ytterbium. Note, when
trying to trap 171Yb+, one should excite the F=3/2 transition for higher purity in loading.
Image made by Erik Streed and is from my paper in chapter 2.

assume average ion velocities are much smaller than the speed of light, by noting previous

high resolution ion images [85] (small ion movement) and measured secular frequencies.

Looking at the Doppler cooling along one axis, for an ion travelling at velocity v and a

laser beam propagating at velocity c with frequency ω. If the two are travelling parallel,

the frequency of the laser beam in the rest frame of the ion is

ω
′

= ω(1− v

c
). (1.25)

Similarly, if the two are travelling antiparallel the frequency of the laser beam in the rest

frame of the ion is

ω
′

= ω(1 +
v

c
) (1.26)

[133]. Now looking at the case where the cooling-laser frequency, in the rest frame of

the lab, is lower than the resonant frequency required for an ion transition. If the ion is

moving parallel to the laser beam, equation 1.25 states the light is farther from resonance

leading to a lower probability of an ion-photon scattering event occurring. However, if

the ion and laser beam are traveling antiparallel, equation 1.26 states the light is nearer

to resonance leading to a higher probability of an ion-photon scattering event occurring.

This can be seen in figure 1.10.
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Figure 1.10: Doppler cooling. Input laser frequency in the rest frame of the ion compared
to ion movement in rest frame of the lab. Probability curve for laser excitation can be
seen on the right.

overcome the trapping potential.

We cool 174Yb+ ions using the 2S1/2↔2P1/2 near-cycling transition, shown in Fig. 1.9.

However, when the ion decays from the 2P1/2 state to the long lived metastable 2D3/2

state with probability of 0.5% the ion does not interact with the laser and appears dark.

This has been historically referred to as quantum jumps [134]. While the ion is in this

dark state, for an average state lifetime of 53 ms, cooling does not take place. To bring

the 174Yb+ ion back into the cooling cycle, we apply 935.2 nm light that excites the ion

from the 2D3/2 state to the 3D[3/2]1/2 state, followed by a decay to the ground 2S1/2 state

after an average state lifetime of 37.9 ns. Without the 935.2 nm re-pump laser the ion will,

on average, scatter 32, 000 times less photons per second. With just the 369.5 nm and

935.2 nm lasers we can keep our ions trapped for several hours. After this it is believed

that the ion has collided with background gas. The ion is thought to have either left the

trap, been pushed into the long-lived 2F7/2 state, or turned into YbH+ from background

hydrogen outgassing from the stainless steel vacuum chamber. We haven’t tested which

of these occur.

Experimentally, when trapping different Yb+ isotopes, and moving from even isotopes

with a simpler atomic structure to 171Yb+ for QIP, it can be difficult to find the correct

frequency of all required lasers simultaneously for the first time. For reference our mea-

sured frequency difference, for relevant transitions, between the 171,172,174Yb+ isotopes was

consistent with the values presented in [135]. When trapping in our system the 935.2 nm

laser frequency was constantly swept over a range of several hundred MHz. When tran-
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sitioning from 174Yb+, the most abundant isotope, to 171Yb+ it was convenient to trap
172Yb+. This was because when sweeping the 935.2 nm laser several hundred MHz it

could excite the 2D3/2↔3D[3/2]1/2 transition for both the 172Yb+ and 171Yb+ isotopes

simultaneously, reducing the complexity of detecting trapped 171Yb+ by 1 unknown laser

frequency. Beyond this it was the work of other PhD candidates that obtained consistent

trapping of 171Yb+ ions. See [136] for optimising conditions to aid in 171Yb+ ion detection.

1.2.1 Ion-photon Absorption Rate

The ion is known to be in the trap by collecting and detecting 369.5 nm photons sponta-

neously emitted by the ion during the cooling process. The speed at which this occurs is

based on the ion fluorescence rate and the percentage of detected photons. Where the de-

tection efficiency includes the collection efficiency from the optics and quantum efficiency

of the detector. To decrease detection time we optimise the scattering rate of the ion

by setting the cooling laser intensity and frequency to specific values. The on-resonance

saturation intensity for a two-level atom is

ISat =
πhc

3λ3τ
(1.27)

[137]. Here, λ is the transition wavelength, h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light,

and τ = 1/γ is the excited state lifetime. For our 2S1/2↔2P1/2 transition in 174Yb+, the

ion saturation intensity is

ISat = 50.6 mW/cm2, (1.28)

which is consistent with [138]. For an on-resonant laser beam of intensity I, at the ion, it

can be represented in terms of an on-resonance saturation parameter s0, where

s0 =
I

ISat
. (1.29)

The total scattering rate for a 2-level atom is given by

γP =
s0

(1 + s0)

γ/2

1 + (2δ/γ′)2
, (1.30)

where δ1 is the laser detuning from resonance, γ is the average spontaneous decay rate

from the exited state (2π × 19.6MHz for 2S1/2↔2P1/2 transition in 174Yb+), and

γ
′

= γ
√

1 + s0 (1.31)

1Notation of δ, γ, γ
′

and Γ changes between the presented publications and the notation provided here.
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which can be considered the power broadened linewidth. Figure 1.11 shows equation 1.30

as a function of the on resonant saturation parameter s0, with δ = 0, which gives an

indication of the total scattering rate with respect to the laser intensity. It can be seen that

the −3 dB point for total scattering rate occurs at a saturation intensity of 1. Therefore

not much is gained by trying to operate the laser intensity higher than this. Our 369.5 nm

laser was, therefore, commonly operated at a saturation parameter of 1.

Figure 1.11: 2-level atom scattering rate. Normalised scattering rate as a function
of saturation parameter s0. At the laser intensity lower limit, the ion-fluorescence scatter
rate is approximately linearly with respect to laser intensity. At laser intensities above a
saturation parameter of 1, a relatively high amount of laser power is required for a little
increase in ion-fluorescence.
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From equation 1.31, a saturation parameter of 1 leads to a power broadened linewidth

of ≈ 2π × 28 MHz = γ
′
. For optimum cooling the cooling laser should be detuned red of

resonance by γ
′
/2 [132]. Therefore, for 174Yb+ ions the cooling laser should be detuned

14MHz red of resonance from the 2S1/2↔2P1/2 transition when operating at a saturation

parameter of 1.

To maintain a general saturation parameter of 1 when detuned red of resonance it

needs to be known how the saturation parameter changes as a function of detuning. For

an off-resonant laser the general saturation parameter is

s =
s0

1 + (2δ/γ)2
, (1.32)

which can be seen visually in Fig. 1.12. To obtain an off-resonance saturation parameter

of s = 1, and a fast readout of ion position, for a laser red-detuned from resonance by

δ = −γ′
/2, the laser intensity needs to be 2× ISat.
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Figure 1.12: Change in saturation parameter as a function of laser detuning.
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In chapter 3 I present my paper on high resolution imaging and uncertainty in ion

localisation. Providing optimum cooling of the ion reduces ion movement, resulting in

a reduced uncertainty in ion localisation [132]. The theory just presented on the ion

fluorescence scatter rate was also used in calculating the light force on the ion.

1.3 Laser Locking

In Chapter 2 I discuss different ways to stabilize a laser’s frequency. However, I will briefly

touch on the background here, trying not to double up on information.

Efficient trapped-ion cooling and state manipulation through resonant optical radiation

requires coherent monochromatic beams of light, each with a frequency bandwidth much

smaller than that of the driven atomic transition linewidth. There exists many ways to

produce laser light, that satisfies this narrow-bandwidth condition, and even more ways

to stabilise the chosen laser-source to produce the required frequency. However, as with a

large number of atomic physics experiments, the cost of a setup should also be considered.

The lasers I used throughout my candidature, that required laser frequency stabilisation,

were mostly cost-effective singlemode semiconductor diode lasers.

1.3.1 Diode lasers

Diode lasers produce an output wavelength whose spectral lineshape is Lorentzian, where

the spectral full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) increases inversely proportional with

output power and is on the order of MHz [139, 140]. Diode lasers are susceptible to external

optical feedback, which affects the lasers operating conditions. When light is reflected back

into the diode from a far-field component, such as from an optical fibre, frequency noise

components are introduced and can cause the laser to appear multimode in frequency or

cause small mode hops within its singlemode tuning range. This can be eliminated by

adding an optical isolator after the laser and before the reflecting components [141, 142].

However, if light is reflected back into the diode from a near-field component at a distance

smaller than the output coherence length, the laser beam will experience a power shift and

a more controlled frequency shift. The near-field reflector and laser behave as a laser with

a compound cavity with varying degrees of coherent interference effects [143]. When the

reflector is a diffraction grating the output wavelength can be controlled by rotating the

grating [144], or if the reflector is a mirror the wavelength can be controlled by controlling

the length of the external cavity [145]. The reflector can also be a resonant Fabry-Perot,

which has shown to be able to reduce the natural linewidth of a diode laser by 1000 times

[146]. The diode lasers used throughout this candidature used a diffraction grating as the

reflector and were aligned in Littrow Configuration [147]. The now common external cavity

diode laser (ECDL) Littrow configuration is shown in figure 1.13. The output wavelength
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from such a setup is the result of the largest net gain from several components, shown

in figure 1.14. These include the diode free running wavelength, resonant frequencies of

the internal and external diode cavity, and the narrow frequency band of light sent back

into the diode. The resulting narrowed linewidth for each of our ECDLs is much smaller

than the linewidth of the atomic transition they were driving in our trapped ions. The

diode laser single-mode frequency tuning range can also be increased when the laser is

used in Littrow configuration [148]. This can be achieved by simultaneously rotating the

diffraction grating while changing the diode current at an appropriate rate. For the ECDLs

used throughout my candidature, the mode-hop free tuning range was increased using this

technique and has previously been described by past graduates from our group [105, 149].

Figure 1.13: ECDL in Littrow Configuration. Output frequency has a much narrower
linewidth than that of just the free running diode. Image from my MPhil thesis [106]
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Figure 1.14: ECDL output wavelength. The largest net gain from several components
determines the ECDL output wavelength. Image from my MPhil thesis [106], which was
redrawn from [150]

1.3.2 Locking

The modern field of control theory is approximately a century old [151]. However, the

concepts that it was derived from started much earlier. Ktesibios, a 3rd century B.C.

Greek mechanician, is thought to have invented the earliest device that used feedback

control, an ancient water clock [152, 153]. Where this device can be thought of as a

regulator. This is similar to other forms of regulators invented in more recent history,

such as centrifugal governors which were used in windmills in the 17th century and later

adapted for use in steam engines in the 18th century. Instead of stabilising something

to a particular value, they would confine it to a range using proportional control. If

that system drifts from the desired range a correction is applied proportional to how far

that system has drifted. The other aspect of control theory comes from the invention of

negative feedback amplification in 1927 to combat problems in long-distance telephony,

including that of amplified noise [154]. Since the merging of these fields, around the time

of world war II, the field of control theory has exploded, and for us is used in stabilising

the frequency of multiple lasers.

A secondary atomic frequency standard provides a good anchor point for stabilising

a laser frequency, assuming one can be found close enough to the desired point. Atomic

and molecular vapor cells, as well as discharge lamps, are useful for this. For frequency

stabilisation to a Yb transition, our group uses discharge lamps containing a Yb cathode
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and a Neon buffer gas. I have previously described the workings of a discharge lamp in

[155], and an investigation into other buffer gases can be found at [156]. Once a laser-

frequency dependent signal is obtained, the laser can be locked to that anchor point using

proportional integral and derivative (PID) controllers. For constant frequency stabilisation

a dispersive feature that has a time-independent inner gradient should be used. For

instance, dichroic atomic vapor laser locking (DAVLL) uses a secondary atomic frequency

standard but needs to be periodically recalibrated and is, therefore, not ideal for long-term

laser frequency stabilisation [157, 158]. However, varies forms of polarisation spectroscopy

satisfies this stable dispersive feature condition [159, 160, 161].

PID controllers, used to stabilise something to a particular value, have been available

commercially since 1939 [162], but is wasn’t until the early 1940’s that a method was

established for choosing appropriate settings [163]. A common, modern day, commer-

cially available analogue PID controller (used during this candidature) is the SIM960 from

Stanford Research Systems. The feedback response in their device is defined as [164]

Output = P×
{
ε+ I

∫
εdt+ D

dε

dt

}
+ Offset (1.33)

where ε is the error signal from your set point

ε ≡ Setpoint−Measure. (1.34)

1.4 Diffractive Optics for Trapped Ions and Optical Inter-

connects

For fast entanglement, and in turn communication, between ion-based QIP platforms,

high efficiency of emitted photons redirected into a single spatial mode is required. When

choosing an optic for imaging trapped ions it is worth remembering that the miniaturiza-

tion and integration of trapping and imaging technologies will eventually be required for

future progress in the field of trapped-ion QIP. As mentioned earlier in the introduction,

Fresnel optics are suitable for this purpose.

To obtain high resolution images of a trapped ion (point source), where the collected

light is focused into a single spatial mode suitable for both state detection and quantum

communication, the chosen optic should have near-diffraction-limited performance. The

diffraction limit, which is the lower limit to an image size, for an ideal imaging system is

given by

Diffraction Limit 1
e2

radius =
0.43λ

NA
, (1.35)

where NA is the numerical aperture of the first collection optic and λ is the wavelength

of light used for imaging [132]. To simultaneously increase the collection efficiency and
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reduce the diffraction limit, a large NA optic can be chosen. To increase the NA, we can

use a larger diameter lens and (or) reduce the distance from the ion to the lens. We chose

to keep the optic small for scalability purposes of future experiments, therefore required

the ion to be close to the lens. However, as most lenses are made from dielectric material,

the UV light from the ion and other sources of scattered light can cause charging of the

lens surface [165]. This surface charging limits how close the lens can be placed to the

ion. Thin diffractive Fresnel lenses, compared to normal refractive lenses, have a smaller

charging effect because they use much less dielectric material. This is shown in figure 1.15.

Figure 1.15: 2D representation of an ideal diffractive lens. Incoming rays, orig-
inating from a point source, experience a position-dependent phase shift as a function
of lens radius (r). Any dielectric material that adds an unnecessary 2π worth of phase
shift, or multiples of, is removed (thicker lens from dashed lines). Incoming wavefronts are
broken into 2π segments, as a function of r at the lens, and constructively interfere with
consecutive wavefronts to form new wavefronts after the lens. This is the same process for
diffractive mirrors described in [106].

Similar to my discussion on diffractive mirrors in [106], a diffractive lens is a monochro-

matic planar lens that imparts a position-dependent phase shift equal to that of an ideal

refractive lens. However, instead of applying a continuous position dependent phase shift

across the whole lens, any material that adds an unnecessary 2π worth of phase shift is

removed. For a known wavelength of light, wavefronts approaching an ideal diffractive lens

are broken into 2π segments (parallel to the diffractive lens surface) and when leaving the

diffractive lens constructively interfere with consecutive wavefronts that were also broken

into 2π segments.

The diffractive lens used in chapter 3 was designed at Griffith University and fabricated

at the Fraunhofer institute in Germany, all before starting my candidature. Due to fabri-

cation limitations, our diffractive lens used a 2-level (binary) profile as an approximation
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to the ideal curvature (Fig. 1.16).

Figure 1.16: 2-level approximation to an ideal PFL. The step height is half of the
ideal lens because it only needs to fix π worth of phase missmatch instead of 2π.

For a 2-level PFL the ring spacing and feature sizes can be calculated by looking at

the change in phase as a function of PFL radius. Taking the fluorescing ion as a point

source, the path length from the ion to the PFL is

d =
√
f2 + r2, (1.36)

where f is the distance from the PFL to point of constructive interference (focal length)

and r is the radius out from the center of the PFL. Noting that an on-axis ray travels a

distance

d =
√
f2 + r20 = f, (1.37)

the path difference between an on-axis and off-axis ray is

4 d = (
√
f2 + r2n − f), (1.38)

which provides a radially dependent phase shift equal to

4 φ = (
√
f2 + r2n − f)(2π/λ), (1.39)

where λ is the wavelength of light. For our trap we wish to re-image the spontaneously

emitted 369.5 nm light from the Yb+ 2S1/2↔2P1/2 transition, driven during ion cooling.

To re-image this light with a binary PFL we require a change in lens thickness every time

the radially dependent phase shift changes by π. This can be represented as

4 φ = nπ (1.40)

Substituting 1.40 into 1.39 and re-arranging for rn, where rn is the radius at the nth π

phase shift and thus the nth change in binary state (level), we get a ring structure equal
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to

rn =
√
n2λ2/4 + nfλ. (1.41)

Where the height change of each step is determined by how long it takes for the off-axis

ray to gain back the π phase difference as both the on-axis and off-axis rays travel through

two different mediums. After some time t both rays have travelled

t =
d1n1
c

=
d2n2
c

(1.42)

where c is the speed of light in a vacuum, n2 and n1 are the refractive indices of the lens

and the medium the lens is in. If n2 is the medium of the lens then d2 is our height

difference as can be seen in Fig. 1.17. Subbing in

Figure 1.17: Height change in a diffractive lens. The height of the step is determined
by how much phase the off-axis ray needs to gain compared to the on-axis ray.

d1 = 4d+ d2 (1.43)

with

4d = (4φλ/2π). (1.44)

and re-arranging for d2 we see

d2 =
4dn1
n2 − n1

. (1.45)

For a lens made from fused silica (n2 = 1.4739) operating in vacuum (n1 = 1) we get

d2 =
(4φλ)

2π(n2 − 1)
=

(λ)

2 ∗ 0.4739
= 390nm (1.46)
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which is consistent with the value given in [166].

The PFL at Griffith has been shown to have a collection efficiency of 4.2 ± 1.5%,

taking into account an NA = 0.64 (solid angle of 12%) and a diffraction efficiency of

30 ± 1%[84, 166]. At the same time this lens has shown to produce wavelength-scale ion

images [85].

In chapter 3 I exploit the imaging requirements of a lens-based quantum communication

optical interconnect and show that this technology also opens up a new avenue to monitor

trapped ions as a 3D sub-attonewton force sensor. I demonstrate the ability of PFLs to

monitor some of the weakest forces in nature by using them to measure the force of light

on an ion. The measurement of such forces may help to discover new phenomena. This

also has applications for probing surface charge densities of dielectric materials within an

ion trap for miniaturised systems, such as optical fiber interconnects [167]. In addition,

one could also explore DNA or protein molecules within an ion trap environment by using

co-trapped ions [168].

In chapter 4 we present a microfabricated and monolithic ion trap with integrated

optical interconnects for parallel qubit readout. However, for this trap, the Fresnel-based

optical interconnects were changed from lenses to mirrors. A 2D representation of an ideal

Fresnel mirror is shown in figure 1.18. The actual diffractive mirrors used in this trap had

a hybrid 2-step and 4-step profile. In the centre of the mirrors, where the feature sizes

were grater than 200 nm, a 4-step profile was used. The outer rings used a 2-step profile.

There were no lateral feature sizes smaller than 100 nm. The ring structure for the 2-step

portion of the diffractive mirrors is the same as that described in equation 1.41. However,

for the 4-step profile, equation 1.40 becomes

4 φ =
nπ

2
(1.47)

leading to a ring structure of

rn =
√
n2λ2/16 + nfλ/2. (1.48)

For the 4-level features the step height was 45 − 50 nm and for the 2-level features the

step heigh was approximately 90 nm.
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Laser systems
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2.2 Laser systems

Several laser systems were used throughout this candidature. The frequency conversion

waveguide, briefly mentioned earlier, used a specially made IR ECDL with a large tuning

range, on the order of 200nm [169]. The waveguide setup also used the 488 nm line from

an argon ion laser.

The 2D and 3D RF Paul traps used 369.5 nm, 398.9 nm, and 935.2 nm ECDL systems, each

set up in Littrow configuration. For full control over ion dynamics the power and wave-

length of these three lasers needed to be set. The 935.2 nm laser was set to highly-saturate

the 2D3/2↔3D[3/2]1/2 repump transition, so the ion could be constantly cooled through

the 2S1/2↔2P1/2 near-cycling transition. Our 935.2 nm repump laser, however, had a

slow drift in frequency over time. I previously (pre-candidature) investigated frequency

stabilizing it [155], however, this had issues and we currently run it without frequency

stabilisation. Instead, to extend the period in which the laser was resonant with the
2D3/2↔3D[3/2]1/2 repump transition the laser frequency was swept. To excite the ion out

of the long lived 2D3/2 state, without reducing the ion fluorescence from it’s maximum

spontaneous scatter rate, the repump laser was swept at a rate of 150 KHz.

sweep rate = γP370 × decay probability × 0.5 (2.1)

The optical and electronic schematics for the 935.2 nm laser system are shown in figure 2.1.

The 369.5 nm and 398.9 nm lasers required tighter frequency constraints and needed to

be frequency stabilised instead of swept. These 2 lasers employed different forms of polar-

isation spectroscopy, through probing atoms within a discharge lamp, for laser frequency

stabilisation. For the 369.5 nm laser I had previously (pre-candidature) set up a polarisa-

tion spectroscopy setup for this purpose [106], which probes laser-induced birefringence.

The 369.5 nm laser schematic and spectroscopy response are shown in figures 2.2 and 2.3.

The 369.5 nm laser was the only laser power-stabilised, using the same method as explained

in my MPhil thesis [106]. The 398.9 nm laser used polarisation enhanced absorption spec-

troscopy to probe dichroism, similar to [159]. A detailed analysis of the 398.9 nm laser and

spectroscopy response is discussed in the paper presented in this chapter. The 398.9 nm

laser power was set to approximately 100 µW at the trap centre. High enough for a rea-

sonable 1S0↔1P0 excitation rate of neutral Yb atoms for loading, but not to high to cause

charging effects or noticeably increase the probability of loading the wrong isotope.
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Figure 2.3: 369.5 nm polarisation spectroscopy signal and fabry-perot trace.
Birefringence is induced and probed in a Yb hollow cathode discharge lamp. Frequency
detuning is from 174Yb+ 2S1/2↔2P1/2 transition resonance. Image from [106].
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Isotope selective optical excitation of atoms is important for experiments with neutral atoms, metrology, and work
with trapped ions, including quantum information processing. Polarisation-enhanced absorption spectroscopy is used
to frequency stabilise a tunable external cavity laser diode system at 398.9 nm for isotope selective photoionization of
neutral Yb atoms. This spectroscopy technique is used to measure isotope resolved dispersive features from transitions
within a see through configuration Ytterbium hollow-cathode discharge lamp. This Doppler-free dichroic polarisation
spectroscopy is realised by retro-reflecting a laser beam through the discharge and analysing the polarisation dependent
absorption with balanced detection. The spectroscopy signal is recovered using lock-in detection of frequency modula-
tion induced by current modulation of the external cavity laser diode. Here, we show the use of polarisation-enhanced
absorption spectroscopy for isotope selectively loading of 171Yb+, 172Yb+, or 174Yb+ ions into an RF Paul trap.

I. INTRODUCTION

The 398.9 nm 1S0↔1P1 transition is commonly used in
both Yb and Yb+ atomic physics experiments due to its large
dipole moment and accessibility with low-cost laser diodes.
For neutral Yb this transitions allows for faster cooling and
a broader velocity capture range of atoms than the narrower
555.8 nm 1S0↔3P1 transition, eliminating the need for a
Zeeman slower1, while still being suitable for sub-Doppler
cooling2. For generating Yb+ ions the 398.9 nm transition
provides a well resolved isotope selective excitation step in
the ionisation process, which is frequently completed by con-
tinuum ionisation by the Yb+ UV cooling laser at 369.5 nm.
This approach is more economical and accessible than using
an isotope-enriched Yb source combined with non-isotope se-
lective electron impact ionization3.

Frequency-stable lasers, tunable to within a few MHz of an
atomic resonance, are now a standard tool for precision atomic
physics experiments4–8. Common approaches to frequency
stabilise a CW laser include interfering it with a stabilized op-
tical frequency comb4,9 as well as using a Fabry-Pérot trans-
fer cavity7,8,10,11 or commerical Fizeau-interferometer-based
wavemeter12,13 to transfer the frequency stability from one
laser wavelength to another. All of these options require an ex-
isting stable frequency reference, which can result in a greater
cost, greater complexity, or potentially lower robustness over
directly stabilising the laser frequency to the desired atomic
frequency standard.

Numerous spectroscopy techniques have been reported14,
primarily using atomic or molecular vapor cells15. Traditional
vapour cells are not suitable for low vapour pressure/high boil-
ing point elements including Ytterbium. At room tempera-
ture Yb has a vapour pressure 11 orders of magnitude lower
than Caesium or Rubidium. Increasing the temperature to pro-
duce comparable pressures results in Yb reacting chemically

a)Electronic mail: e.streed@griffith.edu.au

with the glass windows of a vapor cell. Efforts have been
made to design and build vapor cells for elements including
Strontium and Ytterbium16,17, however, there are no commer-
cially available options. A reliable and cost-effective alter-
native to stabilize a UV laser is using atoms produced in the
discharge of a hollow-cathode lamp. First demonstrated in
197018, laser stabilization to a discharge has been extended to
various atomic and molecular species, including neutral Yb19.
Several spectroscopy techniques using Yb have been reported
in an atomic oven20 or a discharge lamp including modulation
transfer spectroscopy (MTS)21, which uses non-linear four-
wave mixing, as well as dichroic atomic vapour laser lock-
ing (DAVLL)19,22. In addition, other experiments with hollow
cathode lamps have utilised polarisation spectroscopy (PS) to
measure sub-Doppler features, for both neutral and ionised
Yb, that are stable with respect to frequency23,24. The ability
to swap between probing dichroism or laser-induced birefrin-
gence in a discharge by changing the analysis optics have been
reported25.

Here we demonstrate the use of polarisation-enhanced ab-
sorption spectroscopy (POLEAS)26 to probe the dichroism of
a Yb transition. When compared to PS, POLEAS has a lock-
ing frequency stability 100 times less sensitive to polarisation
drift, aided by the different analysis optics, while still pro-
viding a larger signal-to-noise ratio than Doppler-free satu-
ration absorption spectroscopy (D-F SAS)27,28. POLEAS is
also cheaper than MTS for this near UV transition, as it can
be achieved without extra components for creating sidebands
on a sub-400 nm laser beam. This is the first time this type of
spectroscopy has been used on Ytterbium in a discharge lamp,
and swapping from PS to POLEAS requires minimal changes
to a spectroscopy system.

II. PRINCIPLE OF THE TECHNIQUE

A key aspect of many high precision spectroscopy tech-
niques is the ability to produce well-resolved, stable disper-
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used a Stanford Research Systems SR510 lock-in amplifier,
with a sensitivity of 1 mV/V and a post low-pass filter time
of 0.1 s. In figure 5(a) the resulting signal out of the lock-in
amplifier is shown. Changing the lamp current then changed
the peak-to-peak height of the spectroscopy features. As de-
scribed in23 for the case of PS of Yb in a discharge, the size
(slope) of the features increase linearly with lamp current un-
til a tipping point is reached, measured to be 0.8 mA for these
laser settings. At higher lamp currents the absorption attenu-
ates the probe beam reducing the signal size. The lamp current
at 0.8 mA is optimised to provide the largest spectroscopy fea-
ture for 174Yb, which coincides with the largest peak-to-peak
slope for stabilising the laser frequency to. Once obtained for
a particular laser system, the lamp current does not need to be
changed and the feature sizes become stable.

The second setup provided similar results using a more ex-
pensive, off-the-shelf, Moglabs 399 nm laser (Littrow Desmo)
and controller (DLC102HC). This setup contained a sec-
ond optical isolator with an additional 88% transmission and
49 dB isolation. The 398.9 nm light from this laser source
was fed into the system of figure 4, replacing the ECDL,
through a polarisation maintaining fibre. The collimated-laser
power of the pump beam before the HCL was 2.56(1) mW,
with Gaussian 1/e2 diameters of 0.26(1) mm in the horizon-
tal direction and 0.24(2) mm in the vertical direction. The
diode operating current, as seen on the front display panel,
was 54.78 mA, where lasing threshold was 41.24 mA. Current
modulation amplitude for frequency modulation was 1.5 mA.
The Moglabs internal dip-switches from 1-to-16 were set to
0101 1000 0000 0000, where 0 and 1 represent the off and
on states respectively. This allowed a feed-forward bias of
the ECDL grating piezo voltage to diode current for a longer
mode-hop free tuning range. This ratio can be measured as
voltages on Ch A and Ch B of the Moglabs controller, with
the channel outputs set to measure frequency and current re-
spectively. This ratio of frequency/current was 7.1 to 1. The
spectroscopy trace from this laser source is also shown in fig-
ure 5(a). For this trace the best results were obtained with a
lamp current of 1.4 mA and the dual photodiodes turned off to
reduce power supply noise. The spectroscopy signal was sent
into the current input of the lock-in amplifier, with sensitivity
set to 2 mV/V and a low pass filter time constant of 10 ms.

The third, and most expensive, setup used an off the shelf M
Squared lasers SolsTiS plus ECD-X system. This laser again
provided similar results to the home-build ECDL, where the
spectroscopy trace for this laser is also shown in figure 5(a).
The lock-in settings used for this laser were: sensitivity of
5 mV/V, low pass filter time constant of 10 ms, and modula-
tion rate of 925 Hz. For this laser source, figure 5(b) shows the
raw absorption signal observed on the balanced photodiodes.

The natural linewidth for the 398.9 nm 1S0↔1P1 transi-
tion is γ = 2π × 28.9 MHz46. However, the feature sizes
in Figure 5a are close to an order of magnitude larger (γ =
2π×290 MHz). The dominant mechanisms for the broadened
linewidth are collisional broadening and residual Doppler
broadening from the slight angle between pump and probe
beams, similar to what was previously reported23,47.

A neutral spectrum of Ytterbium was used for a compara-
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FIG. 5. Laser induced spectra of neutral Yb, with the frequency axes
referenced to the 174 isotope resonance. a) Differential photodiode
signal after lock-in detection. The sensitivity of the lock-in amplifier
was set to 1mV and the integration time on the amplifier set to 3 ms.
b) Absorption signal of the discharge before lock-in detection on the
differential photodiode with modulation. c) Laser induced resonance
spectra of neutral Yb.

tive laser-frequency-to-isotope reference to the spectroscopy
features. In order to obtain a neutral spectrum we produced
an atomic beam of Yb in an ultra-high vacuum chamber. This
was achieved by passing a high current through a resistive
oven filled with natural isotope abundance Ytterbium (Alfa
Aesar Yb 99.9% REO). The emitted gas was collimated into
a beam after passing through pinholes. The 398.9 nm laser
beam was sent perpendicular through the neutral beam of Yb
and the laser wavelength was scanned using a signal gener-
ator sweep. When the laser was resonant with the 1S0↔1P1
transition of the different isotopes, the neutral atoms in the
intersection between the optical and atomic beams would flu-
oresce and their scattered photons were collected. From this
obtained spectrum of laser-frequency dependent fluorescence,
we could identify the different isotopes of Ytterbium.

In order to achieve the optimal laser frequency stabilization
for a given laser source, we investigated the signal-to-noise
ratio of POLEAS in terms of pump beam saturation through
the lamp. For an operating lamp current of 1.4 mA, the laser
intensity from the high powered SolsTiS plus ECD-X source
was varied while the beam size and lamp current were kept
constant. In figure 6(a) it can be seen that for our given lamp
current the absorption of a beam, through the lamp, saturates
at high intensities. In figure 6(b) it can be seen that for low
intensities the signal increases linearly with increased pump
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Isotope selective optical excitation of atoms is important for experiments with neutral atoms, metrology, and work
with trapped ions, including quantum information processing. Polarization-enhanced absorption spectroscopy is used
to frequency stabilise a tunable external cavity laser diode system at 398.9 nm for isotope selective photoionization of
neutral Yb atoms. This spectroscopy technique is used to measure isotope resolved dispersive features from transitions
within a see through configuration Ytterbium hollow-cathode discharge lamp. This Doppler-free dichroic polarization
spectroscopy is realised by retro-reflecting a laser beam through the discharge and analysing the polarization depen-
dent absorption with balanced detection. The spectroscopy signal is recovered using lock-in detection of frequency
modulation induced by current modulation of the external cavity laser diode. Here, we show an order of magnitude im-
provement in long-term stability using polarization-enhanced absorption spectroscopy of Yb compared to polarization
spectroscopy.

I. INTRODUCTION

The 398.9 nm 1S0↔1P1 transition is commonly used in
both Yb and Yb+ atomic physics experiments due to its large
dipole moment and accessibility with low-cost laser diodes.
For neutral Yb this transitions allows for faster cooling and
a broader velocity capture range of atoms than the narrower
555.8 nm 1S0↔3P1 transition, eliminating the need for a
Zeeman slower1, while still being suitable for sub-Doppler
cooling2. For generating Yb+ ions the 398.9 nm transition
provides a well resolved isotope selective excitation step in
the ionisation process, which is frequently completed by con-
tinuum ionisation by the Yb+ UV cooling laser at 369.5 nm.
This approach is more economical and accessible than using
an isotope-enriched Yb source combined with non-isotope se-
lective electron impact ionization3.

Frequency-stable lasers, tunable to within a few MHz of an
atomic resonance, are now a standard tool for precision atomic
physics experiments4–8. Common approaches to frequency
stabilise a CW laser include interfering it with a stabilized op-
tical frequency comb4,9 as well as using a Fabry-Pérot trans-
fer cavity7,8,10,11 or commerical Fizeau-interferometer-based
wavemeter12,13 to transfer the frequency stability from one
laser wavelength to another. All of these options require an ex-
isting stable frequency reference, which can result in a greater
cost, greater complexity, or potentially lower robustness over
directly stabilising the laser frequency to the desired atomic
frequency standard. As an alternative vacuum isolated Fabry-
Perot cavities with drift of 80 Hz/s14 and -1.02 MHz/day15

have been shown to be sufficient for atomic physics experi-
ments without the need for regular stabilization to an absolute
frequency standard.

Numerous spectroscopy techniques have been reported16,
primarily using atomic or molecular vapor cells17. Traditional

a)Electronic mail: e.streed@griffith.edu.au

vapour cells are not suitable for low vapour pressure/high boil-
ing point elements including Ytterbium. At room tempera-
ture Yb has a vapour pressure 11 orders of magnitude lower
than Caesium or Rubidium. Increasing the temperature to pro-
duce comparable pressures results in Yb reacting chemically
with the glass windows of a vapor cell. Efforts have been
made to design and build vapor cells for elements including
Strontium and Ytterbium18,19, however, there are no commer-
cially available options. A reliable and cost-effective alter-
native to stabilize a UV laser is using atoms produced in the
discharge of a hollow-cathode lamp. First demonstrated in
197020, laser stabilization to a discharge has been extended
to various atomic species, including neutral ytterbium21, er-
bium22–24, dysprosium25, chromium26 and strontium27. Sev-
eral spectroscopy techniques using Yb have been reported in
an atomic oven28 or a discharge lamp including modulation
transfer spectroscopy (MTS)29, which uses non-linear four-
wave mixing, as well as dichroic atomic vapour laser lock-
ing (DAVLL)21,30. In addition, other experiments with hollow
cathode lamps have utilised polarization spectroscopy (PS) to
measure sub-Doppler features, for both neutral and ionised
Yb, that are stable with respect to frequency31,32. The ability
to swap between probing dichroism or laser-induced birefrin-
gence in a discharge by changing the analysis optics have been
reported33.

Here we demonstrate the use of polarization-enhanced ab-
sorption spectroscopy (POLEAS)34 to probe the dichroism of
a Yb transition. When compared to PS, POLEAS has a lock-
ing frequency stability at least 10 times less sensitive to polar-
ization drift, aided by the different analysis optics, while still
providing a larger signal-to-noise ratio than Doppler-free sat-
uration absorption spectroscopy (D-F SAS)35,36. POLEAS is
also cheaper than MTS for this near UV transition, as it can
be achieved without extra components for creating sidebands
on a sub-400 nm laser beam. This is the first time this type of
spectroscopy has been used on Ytterbium in a discharge lamp,
and swapping from PS to POLEAS requires minimal changes
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TABLE I. Yb isotopes and their naturally occurring abundances.

Yb Isotope Precise Atomic mass41 Abundance (%)42,43

168 0.1232(4)
170 169.934767241(18) 2.982(6)
171 170.936331514(19) 14.086(20)
172 171.936386655(18) 21.686(19)
173 172.938216213(18) 16.103(9)
174 173.938867539(18) 32.025(12)
176 175.942574702(22) 12.995(1.3)

probe beam, and any fluctuation of the λ/2 wave plate from
temperature, as the resulting changes to the spectroscopy sig-
nal appear similar to that caused by changes in the laser fre-
quency.

For POLEAS, without an atomic sample, the probe beam
is again set to a linear polarization such that equal amounts
of both σR and σL light go to both detectors. However, by
placing a λ/4 wave plate after the sample all of σR light can
be sent to one detector while all of σL light is sent to the other
detector. The difference in amount of light at each detector
is determined by the complex absorption coefficients for the
σR and σL light through the sample, where Re(α) dominates
in the end feature. The effects from Im(α) are suppressed as
this spectroscopy is first order insensitive to polarization fluc-
tuations of the probe beam from induced circular dichroism,
or from temperature shifts of the λ/4 wave plate. In the com-
pressed form of POLEAS the probe beam is a retroreflected
portion of the pump beam. The Doppler-free absorption pro-
file obtained from this spectroscopy is then converted into a
suitable locking signal through frequency modulation of the
laser38–40.

III. YTTERBIUM SPECTROSCOPY

Ytterbium has a relatively straightforward lower energy
level structure with optically accessible transitions which are
suitable for laser cooling in both neutral and ionised Yb+

atomic physics experiments. Ytterbium has seven naturally
occurring isotopes with atomic mass units and abundances
shown in table I. Here we considered the two most abundant
isotopes (174Yb, 172Yb), as well as Yb171 which is frequently
used for quantum information processing (QIP).

174Yb and 172Yb have a simpler energy level structure com-
pared to 171Yb, because the ground-state nuclear spin is zero
for even isotopes and 1/2 for 171Yb. This nuclear spin of
1/2, which interacts with the electron spin, splits the energy
levels and results in hyperfine structure in 171Yb, see figure
2. For 171Yb+ this hyperfine structure splitting of the ground
state is 12.64 GHz44,45, which provides long lived microwave
accessible states for QIP47,48. This hyperfine splitting also
provides a single F= 0 ground state, which is ideal for op-
tical ion clocks used in metrology49. The simpler energy
level structure in the even isotopes makes them useful for
studying fundamental physics problems, such as observing the
shadow of a single ion50 or sensing sub-attonewton forces in
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τ = 5.51 ns+1/2-1/2m   =F τ = 5.51 ns

FIG. 2. Relevant energy levels for the Yb isotopes producing promi-
nent spectroscopy features suitable for laser stabilisation. Excited
state lifetime τ = 5.51 ns calculated from54. The transitions shown
with arrows are saturated via the pump beam, dependent on the mag-
netic field direction. A more complete energy level structure can be
found from31. For 171Yb the 1S0 ground state mF levels are split by
the nuclear spin while the excited 1P1 state mF levels are split by the
electronic and nuclear magnetic dipole interactions.

TABLE II. Yb isotopes and their 398.9 nm 1S0↔1P1 transition fre-
quency shifts46.

Yb Isotope Hyperfine Level Isotope shift (MHz)a

168 1887.400(50)
170 1192.393(66)
171 (F’=1/2) 1153.696(61)
171 (F’=3/2) 832.436(50)
173 (F’=7/2) 587.986(56)
172 533.309(53)
173 (F’=3/2) 515.975(200)
174 0
173 (F’=5/2) −253.418(50)
176 −509.310(50)

a relative to 174Yb

3 dimensions51, with minimal parameters and relaxes the re-
quirements on needed equipment. This also makes them use-
ful when setting up a new experiment for QIP applications52.

Table II and figure 3 detail information on the 1S0↔1P1
transition around 398.9 nm for the different isotopes, with re-
spect to the transition frequency in 174Yb. Table II lists the
isotope specific shift in resonant frequency and in figure 3 we
estimate the potential isotopic purity of ion formation from a
natural abundance source based on the excitation probabilities
as a function of laser detuning.

The ionisation purity fi (figure 3) is calculated for a given
laser frequency ω from the relative scattering rate for a par-
ticular isotope Γi vs the total scattering rate from a natural
abundance distribution.

fi (ω) =
Γi (ω)

∑n Γn (ω)
(5)

For isotopes 171 and 173 with nuclear spin I 6= 0 the scat-
tering rate is the sum across all transitions with a weighting
factor h j based on the spin multiplicity.
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0.0421(9) mm2 as s0 = 0.9(2). Power broadened linewidth is
then estimated as 89(5) MHz, which is an underestimate of
the observed linewidth. It is likely the hard sphere model of
pressure broadening is underestimating the collisional cross
section of neon and ytterbium, since the valence electron of
ytterbium is in an excited, large P-orbital. A pressure broad-
ening of 40 MHz/Torr for excited ytterbium colliding with
Neon would better explain the observed linewidth as in fig-
ure 5. Comparable pressure broadening of 70 MHz/Torr is
seen in He-Ne laser transitions55. Doppler broadening is ap-
proximated to be on the order of 1 MHz given a small angle of
acceptance through the irises (5 mrad) around the HCL. This
approximated Doppler broadening is less than that previously
reported in spectroscopy measurements31,56.

In order to achieve the optimal laser frequency stabilization
for a given laser source, we investigated the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of POLEAS and PS in terms of pump beam sat-
uration through the lamp. For an operating lamp current of
1.2 mA, the laser intensity from the home-build ECDL was
varied with a half-wave plate and PBS, while the beam size
and lamp current were kept constant. Signal was defined as
the peak-to-peak difference in voltage of the POLEAS and PS
174Yb spectroscopy features. SNR was defined as the peak-
to-peak signal size divided by the root-mean-square noise of
the signal when the laser was not resonance with a spectro-
scopic feature. In figure 6(a) it can be seen that for our given
lamp current the absorption of a beam, through the lamp, sat-
urates at high intensities. In figure 6(b) it can be seen that for
low intensities the SNR of POLEAS increases linearly with
increased pump beam saturation. This is consistent with cre-
ating a larger difference in absorption coefficient between σ+

and σ− transitions. A similar trend is seen for PS. POLEAS
has three times the SNR of PS over the range of intensity
shown. The dominant noise source after lock-in detection is
likely laser intensity noise because RMS noise was measured
to increase with laser intensity. Signal size grows linearly
with higher input pump beam intensities, in this low inten-
sity regime. Using the high-powered SOLSTIS ECD-X laser
and different photo-receiver, the SNR peaks at 645(161) for
intensity of 120(10) mW/mm2 because of signal saturation.
Above this pump beam intensity the noise on the signal in-
creases, even when using an attenuated return probe beam.
The large uncertainty in measurement is due to polarization
drift from coupling high intensity light into polarization main-
taining fiber. This was a worse system configuration com-
pared to the more stable free space source of light from the
home-build ECDL.

The lock-in amplified signal of the ytterbium-174 POLEAS
feature is used as an error signal for a locking loop. The sig-
nal is sent to a PID which sends its output to a piezo con-
nected to the grating of the ECDL. This locking method is
compared against the stabilizing method of PS by modifying
the optics in the spectroscopy system. To switch our setup in
figure 4 to PS, the quarter wave plate is moved to the left of
the pickoff, and a half wave plate is put in its place, in front of
the HCL. Both the direct signal of PS and the lock-in ampli-
fied signal of PS were used as error signals in locking loops.
Measurements involving the lock-in amplifier were taken with

identical settings: 500 µV/V sensitivity, 50 kHz modulation
rate, 3 ms integration time and 25 MHz modulation depth.
Drift measurements were made of these laser stabilizing sys-
tems using a High Finesse WS8-2 wavemeter. These mea-
surements are compared against measurements of a reference
Vescent D2-100-DBR 780 nm laser locked via PS to a D2-
110 rubidium spectroscopy module. This reference laser reli-
ably exhibits sub-100 kHz stability. Measurements of the 399
nm laser take 12 ms of integration. A wavemeter switch then
takes 12 ms to multiplex from the 399 nm laser to the 780 nm
laser. The 780 nm laser also then takes 12 ms of integration
time and 12 ms of switching time. The total measurement pe-
riod is 48 ms and is repeated in measurement runs of 1 hour
(POLEAS lock-in amplified), 35 minutes (PS lock-in ampli-
fied) and 1 hour (PS direct signal). From the Allan deviation
graph shown in figure 7 we observe that POLEAS locking has
a similar short term frequency instability to PS when taking
the lock-in amplified signal. In long term timescales, instabil-
ity diverges with POLEAS being approximately an order of
magnitude more stable at 103 s of averaging time. Figure 7
shows the covariance between the two locked lasers measured
on the wavemeter. Their covariance shows minimal waveme-
ter drift over the course of the measurements. We have previ-
ously taken comparable Allan deviation measurements lock-
ing to a wavemeter as reference57, however these do not show
long term instability since they are measured and stabilized
off the same instrument.

Even with these drifts, we observe that during the 3600 s
measurement time, the maximum Allan deviation was approx-
imately 300 kHz, which is well within the 28.9 MHz linewidth
of the atomic transition, and this is in line with our observa-
tions that the laser lock is sufficient to allow us to drive the
transition and selectively photoionize the different isotopes of
Ytterbium.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary we have successfully demonstrated the
POLEAS locking technique with neutral Yb atoms in a hol-
low cathode discharge lamp for stabilising a 398.9 nm laser to
the 1S0↔1P1 transition of several Yb isotopes.
For narrow-linewidth applications such as ultra-cold Bose-
Einstein condensates this technique may require an external
modulator to prevent the sidebands from interfering with the
laser beam delivered to the experiment. The locking band-
width of this method is limited by the 1 ms integration time
of the lock-in amplifier. Greater locking bandwidth (into the
acoustic regime) could be achieved with a faster lock-in am-
plifier.
This locking technique has shown to provide the necessary
frequency stability to reliably photoionize the selected isotope
of ytterbium from a naturally abundant source. Furthermore,
the frequency stability measured would be sufficient for laser
decelerating Yb atoms in a Zeeman slower for experiments
utilising neutral Yb. By using commercially available equip-
ment and a simple optical setup our approach significantly
simplifies that taken compared to designing and building a Yb
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FIG. 6. Circularly polarised single pass absorbance and signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) of the differential POLEAS and PS signal. In-
tensity axis set to pump beam intensity before entering the HCL.
a) Pump beam saturation curve. b) SNR of the prominent 174Yb
spectroscopy feature, calculated as the ratio of the Signal Vpp to
noise Vrms. Both signal and noise increased linearly in this intensity
regime.

vapour cell or transfer cavity. We present this as a simple, ro-
bust solution for frequency stabilising the 398.9 nm laser for
atomic physics experiments using Yb atoms and Yb+ ions.
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Forces drive all physical interactions. High-sensitivity measurement of the ef-

fect of forces enables the quantitative investigation of physical phenomena.

Laser cooled trapped atomic ions are a well controlled quantum system whose

low mass, strong Coulomb interaction, and readily detectable fluorescence sig-

nal make them a favorable platform for precision metrology. Here we demon-

strate a three-dimensional sub-attonewton sensitivity force sensor based on

a super-resolution imaging of a single trapped ion. The force is detected by

measuring the ion’s displacement in three dimensions with nanometer preci-

sion. Observed sensitivities were 372±9, 347±18, and 808±51 zN /
√

Hz, cor-

responding to 24x, 87x, and 21x above the quantum limit. We verified this

technique by measuring a 95 zN light pressure force, an important systematic

effect in optically based sensors.
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Since the advent of Newton’s mechanics, force has been at the forefront of our quantitative

description of physical interactions. Ultra-sensitive force measurements are an important tool

for investigating the fundamental physics of magnetic (1, 2), atomic (3), quantum (4, 5), and

surface (6–8) phenomena. Force measurement is also an implicitly important quantity in the

systematics of precision measurement of other physical quantities such as the effect of gravity

on time in general relativity (9). The development of high-resolution imaging of laser cooled

trapped ions (10–12) opened the possibility for the realisation of an ion based sensor that could

resolve an external force in all three directions using a single atomic ion. In a harmonic potential

Hooke’s law Fi = ki∆xi allows us to convert displacement measurements ∆xi into a force

measurements Fi through the associated spring constants ki. Forces parallel to the image plane

are detected by measuring the displacement of the ion’s centroid while forces applied orthogonal

to that plane in the focusing direction, parallel to the optical axis of the imaging apparatus, are

measured from a change in the width of a slightly defocused ion image. While the resolution of

a fluorescence image is limited by the wavelength of light, the exact centroid location and width

can be determined to a much greater precision through super-resolution imaging techniques

(13, 14). Doppler velocimetry based force sensing in Penning (15, 16) and Paul (17) traps has

demonstrated sensitivities down to 28 yN/ion/
√

Hz, however this is limited to one dimension

and a narrow frequency band around a driven oscillation. Force measurement through imaging

is a broadband rather than a narrowband sensing technique, and without a fundamental lower

frequency limit to detection.

Our ion trapping apparatus (10, 18–20) is shown in Fig. 1. A single 174Yb+ ion is confined

in a Paul trap formed near the electric field zero of a three dimensional quadrupole created by

RF excitation of two tungsten needles. The ion is loaded by isotope selective photo-ionisation

and laser cooled to near the Doppler limit of 0.5 mK with λ= 369.5 nm radiation on the 2S1/2 to

2P1/2 transition. The resulting fluorescence at λ= 369.5 nm is collected using a 0.64 numerical

2



aperture (NA) binary phase Fresnel lens with near wavelength resolution (10) and imaged onto

an Andor iXon 897 cooled EMCCD camera with a total magnification M=395.9±0.6 (21).

A typical in-focus image of our trapped ion is shown in Fig. 2 with full-width half maximum

(FWHM) diameters of 378±1 nm and 393±1 nm in x and y. With a typical 20 s exposure time

and accounting for systematic drifts (21), we are able to determine the ion’s centroid position

with a precision of 2.8 nm and 10 nm in the x and y directions respectively by fitting to a two

dimensional Gaussian function. Re-analysis of a previous reference fluorescence image in (20)

Fig. 2d, taken with the same apparatus and an exposure time of 60 s, gave similar fitting results.

Displacements of the ion parallel to the xy imaging plane are thus directly measured from the

translation in the centroid of the ion’s image.

When in focus the ion image is not sensitive to motion along z to first order so to sense along

this axis we deliberately image the ion slightly out of focus. A displacement of the ion parallel

to the optical axis of the system z leads thus leads to a change in the spot size. We calibrated

the image width to z displacement in our system by translating the camera along the optical

axis with the ion in a fixed position within the trap. With known magnification parameters and

camera translations, we were then able to determine the ion shift along z from changes in the

waist of its image with an accuracy of 24 nm, 1% of the 2.4± 0.1µm depth of focus (10).

To characterise the system’s ability to measure small forces, we performed a series of mea-

surements of ion displacements under the influence of different applied external electrostatic

fields. Inside the vacuum chamber there are three additional electrodes of electropolished stain-

less steel 2 mm away from the ion for compensating out residual electrostatic fields. We applied

an additional voltage on one of these electrodes to deliberately impose a small external elec-

trostatic field to the ion, which did not measurably shift the trapping frequencies. The ion’s

displacement was measured by taking images with and without the applied voltage in order to

measure the effect of the external force while also capturing the background drift of the ion
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and 29.22±0.04 zN/nm respectively. The largest value of the spring constant corresponds to the

direction parallel to the trapping needles x, where the confinement is stronger and the trapping

frequency is higher. Our 3D quadrupole trap is nearly cylindrically symmetric, and lacking

sufficient additional electrodes to break the symmetry in a known direction we were unable to

determine the orientation of the two weaker trapping axes. This introduces a constrained sys-

tematic uncertainty of ±7% along those two axes. While we measured the trap frequencies to

±1 kHz, measurements taken on different days showed a drift of the frequencies of the order of

±15%. This is likely due to variations in the RF electrode needle spacing as they are coupled to

nanoposistioning stages outside the vacuum system through external mechanical bellows (18).

For this reason trap frequencies were collected immediately after the force measurements. Ac-

tive stabilisation of the trap frequencies (23) in other ion traps has demonstrated a reduction

in the long-term (hrs) variations to below the 10−5 level. A more mechanically ridge design

combined with further proposed improvements in active and passive stabilisation could reduce

trap frequency variations to below 3× 10−7, with a realistic technical lower bound tied back to

the mass measurement limitation of 2× 10−10.

Figure 3a and b shows the measured forces on the ion as a function of the applied volt-

age together with the associated displacement in the x and y directions. Considering the

position resolution of our system and the 20 s acquisition time, we measured a sensitivity

Sx = 372±9 zN/
√

Hz and Sy = (335, 359)±14 zN/
√

Hz, where the range in the value of Sy

is due to systematic error associated with the unknown trap axis orientation. The large differ-

ence in displacement between Fig. 3a and b is consistent with the difference in spring constant

between the stronger confinement in kx (along the trapping needle axis) and the weaker con-

finement in ky (perpendicular to the trapping needle axis) combined with the position of the

electrode generating the electrostatic field. Force measurement in the z direction is shown in

Fig. 3c together with the corresponding change in position as a function of the external voltage

5





shows the saturation of the PMT counts as a function of the laser power, allowing us to fit

for Psat and calibrate the scattering rate. Fig. 4 shows the ion displacement as a function
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our imaging (13), and ignoring technical limitations from pixelization and background noise, for

N detected photons at wavelength λ with a numerical aperture of NA the transverse uncertainty

in the image plane is at best δxi = λ/
(
πNA

√
N
)

and δz = 2λ/
(
πNA2

√
N
)

in the focus

direction (21). In real experiments the effective quantum limits are reduced due to imaging

imperfections.

Based on these estimates we are within a factor of (24x, 87x) in the 2D imaging plane

(strong, weak confinement directions) and 21x in the focal direction of the quantum limits

given our trapping frequencies and imaging performance. The focusing direction is potentially

more susceptible to external noise as random deviations will cause a cumulative increase in the

spot width, while only the residual unbalanced sum of these deviations will impact the centroid

location. Similarly the strong x axis (along the axis of the needles) trap direction will be less

vulnerable to wobble in the needle positions than the two weaker (y,z) confinement axes.

The sensitivity of this technique could be enhanced by matching the trap confinement as-

pect ratios to the imaging system resolution by symmetrising the confinement strength in the

imaging plane and weakening the confinement along the focal direction. In an RF Paul Trap,

application of DC curvature potentials redistributes the total spring constant provided by the RF

field, allowing alteration of the trap confinement aspect ratios. In our experiment imaging per-

formance above the diffraction-limit accounts for a factor of 2 in the sensitivity in the transverse

directions and a factor of 8 in the focus direction. We attribute most of our error to mechanical

drift since our system was not specifically engineered for long-term stability at the nm scale,

although the required stability could be readily achieved with a suitably designed system.

The imaging based trapped single ion force sensor demonstrated here uses nanometer-scale

spatial resolution in all three dimensions to obtain sub-attonewton sensitivities of 372±9stat,

347±12sys±14stat, and 808±29sys±42stat zN/
√

Hz. It has important implications for a num-

ber of practical areas of physical investigation, including for use as an in-trap probe of electric

9



fields co-trapped particle such as a biomolecule (24) or nanoparticle (25), or investigation of

surface properties (8). This type of measurements is similar to the attoNewton sensitivity 2D

force sensing recently demonstrated with atomic force microscopy (6,7), but with substantially

higher sensitivity and potential for future improvements. This technology can be scaled up to

imaging multiple ions trapped and imaged together and used for high sensitivity and high spatial

resolution study of a force field distribution.
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Supplementary materials

Magnification.

Image magnification is crucial for linking a change of the ion’s image position on the CCD

camera to actual ion’s displacement within the trap. In order to accurately calibrate the magnifi-

cation of our system we measure the separation of 2 trapped ions (10) that were aligned parallel

to the x by applying a negative DC voltage to the RF needles. Due to the Coulomb repulsion, if

two ions are trapped simultaneously, their separation is given by

l =
(

e2

8π3ε0mν2

)1/3

= 4.6± 0.005µm, (2)

where e is the electron charge, ε0 is the permittivity of free space, m is the mass of each 174Yb+

ion and ν = 643± 1 kHz is the secular frequency of the ions along the axis of separation. The

distance between ions measured from the camera was 114±0.1 pixels or 1824.5±1.7 µm in the

image plane. From these data we calculated a magnification of M=395.9±0.6. The magnifica-

tion obtained from this method was validated by mechanically translating the RF needles 1µm

and verifying the ion image was displaced by the expected amount.

Data acquisition routine.

We developed a special routine of data acquisition to measure absolute change of the ion po-

sition under the influence of external forces. The drifts of ion position within the trap are of

the order of tens nm an hour. This is a main consequence of the fact that, the trap used for this

experiment was not designed for nm level stability. To suppress the effects of drift on the force

measurements we chopped the applied force on and off, at a rate equal to 2 times the camera in-

tegration time of 20 s, and subtracted the changing drift from the force measurements. The drift

value at the data point time was calculated by linear interpolation between the two neighbour-

ing drift points and used to determine the differential displacement of the ion position, which
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reflects the actual influence of applied force. Several different interpolation methods were in-

vestigated (moving spline, low order polynomial, averaging two drift points), however, they all

output approximately the same results.

Error budget.

The main cause of error in our apparatus was the presence of drift, which limits the accuracy

of the ion’s displacement measurements. Statistical uncertainty of the Gaussian fit of ion image

position on the CCD camera σfit and the statistical uncertainty of the Gaussian fit of positions

of two adjacent drift points σDRIFT (fit) are of the order of 1 nm for the x and y axis and 14.3 nm

for the z axis. The drift error is limited by the sampling rate of the drift dynamic because of our

20 s integration time and linear interpolation used to estimate the value of the drift at a specific

data point.

We estimated the drift interpolation uncertainty σi,DRIFT (interpolation) by taking the position

of a drift point along one axis xi,d and calculating its distance from the linear interpolation

between the two adjacent points xi−1,d and xi+1,d and dividing it by 2 since the data images are

acquired in between drift measurements. The drift interpolation error for each axis measurement

is the average of the σi,DRIFT (interpolation) for the individual points. The total uncertainty for the

ion displacement measurement σion, expressed as error bars on the graphs in Fig. 3, is given by:

σ2
ion = σ2

fit + σ2
DRIFT (fit) + σ2

DRIFT (interpolation),

and the values of the error contributions for the three axis are reported in the table below.

x y z
σfit (nm) 1.1 1.1 14.3

σDRIFT (fit) (nm) 1.1 1 14.3
σDRIFT (interpolation) (nm) 2.4 9.9 12.7

Table S1. Average errors for the data points in Fig. 3.
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Quantum Limits

The specific quantum limit for the accuracy of a force measurement δFi = kiδxi depends on

the potential accuracy of our displacement measurement δxi given ki for our trap are the spring

constants 7.29±0.02 zN/nm, 7.83±0.02 zN/nm, and 29.22±0.04 zN/nm (strong x axis). Our

imaging system has a collection efficiency of 4.2±1.5% (18), the camera a Quantum Efficiency

of 35%, and a net observed optical system transmission of 51% after filtering, coating losses,

and other sources of attenuation. The excited state lifetime of an atomic transition sets an upper

bound on the rate that photons can be scattered. At saturation intensity s = 1 with a detuning

of δ/2π = −14 MHz from resonance and a linewidth Γ/2π = 19.6MHz we expect to detect

N = 2.4× 106 photons in 20 s.

As per reference (13) we assume a Gaussian rather than an Airy or other transfer function

for simplicity. For an optical system of NA=0.64 this gives an ideal Gaussian 1/e2 spot radius

of 184 nm (FWHM of 216 nm) and a Rayleigh range zR=287 nm. At the focus, in the limit of

low background noise and small pixel size, for N photons in a spot of width w0 the uncertainty

in the centroid location is ∆x = w0/
√
N or 0.12 nm in 20 s. With a magnification of 40.4

nm per pixel this would be ”splitting the pixel” by a factor of 340, and would likely require

profiling the fabrication defects of individual pixels in the camera (14) to achieve this precision.

A signal acquisition attack rate of 0.53 nm per
√

Hz gives a Quantum limit to the sensitivity of

15.50 ± 0.03 zN/
√

Hz in the strong x axis and (3.866, 4.154)±0.011 zN/
√

Hz in the weaker y

axis. Our measured results are thus factor of 24x off this limit in the strong axis, and 87x in the

weak transverse axis.

In the focusing direction the spot widthw(z) = w0

√
1 + z2/z2R is a function of displacement

from the focus z and the Rayleigh range zR. The uncertainty in the width of a Gaussian peak (26)

is a similarly proportional to its width and the photon count ∆w is ∆w = w/
√

2N . The

defocusing z0 with maximum fractional change in width ∂w(z)/∂z = w0/(zR
√

2) = NA/
√

2
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occurs at z0 = zR. Considering that there are two sources of ∆w in the x and y direction,

this average reduces the uncertainty by a additional factor of 1/
√

2. Combining together gives

∆z = 2λ/
(
NA
√
N
)
. With N = 2.4 × 106 photons in a 20 s exposure we would expect to be

able to split the waist measurement by ∆w/w= 1/340 in 1s, ∆z = 1.16 nm over 20 s, and an

attack rate of ∆z = 5.2 nm /
√

Hz. Translated into force sensitivity this is (38.0, 40.8) ± 0.1

zN/
√

Hz or 21x the measured sensitivity.
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Chapter 4

Integrated diffractive mirrors surface trap
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70 CHAPTER 4. INTEGRATED DIFFRACTIVE MIRRORS SURFACE TRAP

This chapter of my thesis is a continuation from my Masters of Philosophy project that

finished in June 2015 [106]. For an in depth description of this ion trap please see

[170, 106, 149]. However, for convenience, I will briefly restate the trap design here.

A microscope image of the surface trap is shown in figure 4.1. This trap is a 5-wire surface

trap built by the Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI), using their standard fabri-

cation procedure. However, Mid-fabrication the surface trap was sent to the Fraunhofer

Heinrich Hertz Institute (FHHI) where Fresnel mirrors were patterned into the central

ground electrode using e-beam lithography. The design of the Fresnel mirrors was done

by Dave Kielpinski, who at the time was a professor at Griffith University. The surface

trap was then sent back to GTRI, where they finished the fabrication process. Finally,

the trap was sent to Griffith University for testing.

Figure 4.1: Microscope image of 5-wire surface trap with integrated diffractive
mirrors. Ions can be trapped at the loading slot and shuttled over the integrated mirrors.
Image from [106], which is a modified image from [170].
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1 Abstract

Quantum networking links quantum processors through remote entanglement[1] for distributed quantum
information processing (QIP) and secure long-range communication. Trapped ions are a leading QIP plat-
form, having demonstrated universal small-scale processors [2] and roadmaps for large-scale implementation
[3]. Overall rates of ion-photon entanglement generation, essential for remote trapped ion entanglement[4],
are limited by coupling efficiency into single mode fibres[5] and scaling to many ions. Here we show a
microfabricated trap with integrated diffractive mirrors that couples 4.1(6)% of the fluorescence from a
174Yb+ ion into a single mode fibre, nearly triple the demonstrated bulk optics efficiency[5]. The integrated
optic collects 5.8(8)% of the π transition fluorescence, images the ion with sub-wavelength resolution, and
couples 71(5)% of the collected light into the fibre. Our technology is suitable for entangling multiple ions
in parallel and overcomes mode quality limitations of existing integrated optical interconnects [6, 7, 8].

2 Introduction

A small chain of trapped ions, confined along the node of an oscillating electric field in a Paul trap, provides a well controlled
quantum system that can be cooled to the quantum ground state and precisely manipulated with lasers and microwaves.
The ions are simultaneously strongly coupled to each other through the Coulomb force, and decoupled from the surrounding
environment. The strong mutual coupling is critical for implementing deterministic multi-qubit entangling gates[9, 10]
while the external decoupling enables memory coherence times approaching one minute [2] and single qubit gate error
rates[11] below 10−4. Recent developments include implementation of the Shor factoring algorithm[12] and a programmable
quantum computer module based on five ions [13]. In these experiments the ions’ fluorescence was collected using complex
multi-element bulk optics, which may be less suitable for scaling to massively parallel systems.

Ion fluorescence plays two complementary roles in quantum information processing: state readout through the collection
of multiple photons, and the creation of remote entanglement through entanglement swapping of photons coupled into single
optical modes. The fidelity and readout speed for qubit state detection in trapped ion QIP depends only on the fluorescence
collection efficiency [14]. While efficient coupling into single-mode structures, including optical fibres or arrays of waveguides
for collection from multiple ions [15], requires a collection apparatus that is also capable of producing a high quality ion
image. Collection efficiencies in free space of up to 54.8% [16] have been realised in custom fabricated parabolic mirror with
very large solid angle coverage. However these devices are highly labour intensive to construct and not scalable. A more
scalable approach used reflected curved surface optics into microfabricated ion traps[8], but the ion image quality of such
system remains insufficient for good single mode coupling. In fact for both local processing and remote networking a scalable
optical interface that can efficiently interface multiple ions with single mode guiding structures is necessary to achieve large,
massively parallel implementations.

Diffractive optics offers a solution to this problem since they are scalable, can engineer out geometrical aberrations at
the design phase for efficient coupling into single mode structures, and are compatible with several platform such as neutral
atom chip traps [17] or crystal colour centres [18]. Previous efforts using diffractive lenses with traditional macro traps have
demonstrated a 4.2% collection efficiency [19] in free space as well as near diffraction-limited imaging in both fluorescence [20]
and absorption [21] modalities, the latter being important for implementing quantum photonic receivers without the need
for ion-photon interaction enhancement by an optical cavity[22].

3 Results

Here we exploit the potential of diffractive optics and demonstrate a scalable photon-ion interface realised on a multi-zone
micro-fabricated surface trap with integrated diffractive mirrors. Our trap is based on a proven design [23] and is shown
in Fig 1A. The substrate under the central grounding electrode was patterned and etched before coating with 100 nm of
aluminium to also act as an array of diffractive mirrors (see Methods). We tested the properties of the integrated mirror
by measuring its collection efficiency with a protocol for the creation of triggered single photons and acquiring a near
diffraction-limited image of a single ion. With such image quality we were able to obtained an overall coupling efficiency
from ion into single mode fibre which doubled what was previously achieved with micro-trap and multimode fibres by direct
collection[6] and with the use of diffractive lenses[7] respectively.

The diffractive mirror has a focal length of 59.6 µm which correspond to the ion height necessary for high resolution
imaging when the collimated flourescence is refocused by an external lens at the desired magnification (Fig 1C). The
integrated optic has a design diffraction efficiency of 50%, which includes 92% aluminum reflectivity in the UV, and is 80 µm
wide by 127 µm long. The width of the mirror is limited by the centre ground electrode size and the length is set to match
the industry standard 127 µm pitch of V-groove fibre arrays for simultaneous coupling of multiple ions. The diffractive
mirror has a numerical aperture of 0.55 in the 80 µm direction and 0.73 in the 127 µm direction parallel to the RF rails,
capturing 13.3% of the total solid angle. This is equivalent to a circular NA of 0.68, which maximises the overall rate of
entanglement generation per unit surface area of the trap [15].

The trap is loaded with 174Yb+ ions by isotope selective photo-ionisation from an effusive Yb beam passing through a
slot in the chip surface (Fig 1A farthest left ion image). Trapped ions are Doppler cooled and shuttled from the loading zone
to the various diffractive optic focus sites by varying the potential in the segmented DC electrode arrays. A conventional
bulk optics imaging system (Fig 1B) allows the ion to be observed at all points along the RF rail for diagnostic purposes.
As an indication of the robustness of diffractive optics as an imaging solution, a test diffractive mirror patterned around
the Yb oven loading slot was successfully used to image ions, despite the large central void which reduced its collection
efficiency. A magnetic field coplanar with the chip, at 45◦ to the RF rails, sets the direction of the quantisation axis. The
laser’s direction is aligned with the magnetic field such that circularly polarised light excites either the σ+ or σ− transitions.

We measured the collection efficiency of the integrated optics using a single photon generation protocol based on optical-
pumping (see Fig 2 and Methods). The protocol relies on selective illumination with σ+ and σ− polarised lasers followed by
emission of a π photon which pumps the atom into a dark ground state (Fig 2A,B). Differences in the radiation distribution
patterns results in our optic collecting 17.4% of the fluorescence from π polarised and 11.3% from σ polarised transitions.
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In the direction perpendicular to the quantisation axis and parallel to the collection optic axis, π and σ photons are
orthogonally polarised. With this geometry single π photons were selectively detected placing a linear polariser before a
photomultiplier tube (PMT). To verify the integrity of our single photon generation protocol we measured the second order

correlation g(2)(τ) of the fluorescence collected through the integrated mirror with a 50/50 non-polarising beam splitter
and two detectors (Fig 2C). Our large numerical aperture results in polarisation blurring [24] of the σ photons far from
the collection optic axis. To reduce the transmission of σ photons through the polariser we used an iris to temporarily
decrease the NA from 0.68 to 0.48 and measured a g(2)(0) of 0.12(2) (Fig 3D). This value is well below threshold of 0.5 for

a single photon emitter[25], but larger than our expected residual value for g(2)(0) of 0.069. The difference is likely due to
residual polarisation blurring, imperfections of the polarisation purity of the excitation laser and background scattering of
the incident laser light off the chip’s surface. Residual polarisation blurring is an intrinsic aspect of the dipole radiation
patterns[26] and protocols which leverage time-bin or frequency encoding may be necessary to realise the full advantage of
large numerical aperture optics for efficient generation of remote entanglement. The 308 kHz repetition rate of this protocol
is comparable with the present state of the art for remote entanglement ion trapping experiments[5].

In order to measure the collection efficiency of the diffractive mirror, we ran the triggered single photon protocol
184,000 times and counted 770 photons. Adjusting for known loss processes (i.e. 19% detector quantum efficiency, 50(5)%
transmission through the iris, and 24% losses through other optical elements including the polariser) we measured a 5.8(8)%
collection efficiency for our diffractive mirror on the π transition. In comparison, our theoretical efficiency of 8.7% is the
product of the 17.4% solid angle coverage for the π transition and the 50% expected diffraction efficiency. This value
indicates that our diffraction efficiency is 33(7)% and not the expected 50%, most likely due to fabrication imperfections in
the optics.

Figure 3 shows a near diffraction-limited image of an ion with a sub-wavelength spot size of 338(0.7) nm horizontal (H)
and 268(0.6) nm vertical (V) FWHM diameter. This is only slightly larger (0.6% for horizontal and 4% for vertical) than
the diffraction limited size of 336 nm (H) and 257 nm (V), and approaching the state of the art 280 nm circular spot size
reported for a speciality 81% solid angle coverage parabolic reflector optic[16]. The M2 mode quality of the spot was 1.36
(H) and 1.54 (V), compared to an ideal Gaussian (M2=1). This non-ideal behaviour is driven by increased divergence in
the beam due to astigmatism from the aperture and the fundamentally non-Gaussian distribution of the ion’s emission.

We benchmarked the collection and imaging capabilities of the integrated mirror by coupling the ion’s fluorescence into
a single mode fibre. We remove the iris and polariser from the set-up and used a mode matching telescope for adjusting the
average radius of the ion fluorescence image to that of a single fibre mode with an estimated spatial mode overlap of 98%.
The ion image’s average M2 of 1.45 reduces the predicted coupling efficiency to 68%. We measured a transmission from the
ion through a single mode fibre of 57(4)% which combined with a 80% fibre transmission due to propagation and Fresnel
losses correspond to a single mode coupling efficiency of 71(5)%. This value is in good agreement with the estimated 68%
coupling efficiency and combined with the 5.8(8)% π transition collection efficiency from the diffractive optics and 8.3%
losses through other optical elements, gives us a total measured coupling efficiency from ion to fibre of 4.1(6)%. This ion-
fibre coupling efficiency is nearly triple the previous best of 1.4% using a conventional lens [5], corresponding to a 8.6 times
gain in entanglement generation rate. This efficiency could be substantially improved with larger NA optics or modifying
the optic’s design to mode-match a specific transition’s intensity distribution to a single mode fibre. More sophisticated
multi-level diffraction gratings[27] could improve the diffraction efficiency towards 99%.

4 Discussion

We have realised a microfabricated architecture for interfacing a single ion with single mode optical fibre and free space
based on integrated diffractive mirrors, which is in-principle scalable to a large number of sites. Using a triggered single
photon generation protocol we measured a collection efficiency for the integrated optics of 5.8(8)% a coupling efficiency into
a single mode optical fibre of 71(5)%. These mirrors are monolithic with the metallic trap electrode, cover a large solid
angle, and can be within a few tens of microns from the ion without distorting the RF trapping potential. They are therefore
an ideal platform for the implementation of quantum networks and remote entanglement sharing with trapped ions but also
with other quantum light sources such as neutral atom chip traps [17] or fixed emitters such as crystal colour centres like
NV−in diamond [18].

5 Methods

Trap Fabrication
The micro-fabrication procedure[23] for the surface trap includes depositing multiple layers of aluminium (R=92%, λ=370 nm) separated

by silicon dioxide insulating layers of various thicknesses. In order to incorporate the diffractive optical elements into this procedure, the
oxide surface separating the control electrodes from the ground layer was patterned using e-beam lithography and reactive ion etching of the
oxide. The patterned area was subsequently metallised with a 100 nm thick layer of aluminium and the chip was inspected to ensure that the
contours of the diffractive optic had not compromised the electrical integrity of the ground electrode. The groove step design is a hybrid of a
four level grating near the centre with low spatial period and a two level grating near the edges where there is a high spatial period. Grating
height step size is 45 nm for 4 level area and 90 nm for 2 level area. Approximating small chunks of the grating as 1D structures, the blazing
profile was optimised in GSolver to account for the finite height of the grating and vector diffraction effects.

Fabrication imperfections can cause a mismatch between the optic focal point and the expected RF node altitude of 58.6 µm above the
surface of the trap. This is a critical matching problem due to the small depth of focus in low aberration, large aperture ion imaging [20].
To guard against this possibility our five collimating optics were fabricated with focal lengths ranging from f = 58.6 µm to 62.6 µm in 1µm
steps. Stray electrical fields from the neighbouring oven loading zone precluded the use of the nominal f0=58.6 µm mirror site and instead
experiments were performed on the f+1µm=59.6 µm focal length collimator. A DC potential was applied to shift the ion off the RF node and
position it at the focal point. We observed it was more reliable to pull the ion towards the surface of the trap using a DC potential, rather
than pushing it away the trap. While we did not observe a mismatch, for higher numerical apertures this parameter will become even more
stringent. In future iterations this could be corrected dynamically with additional RF lines or statically by laser trimming the RF electrodes.

Triggered Single Photon Generation Protocol
To measure the collection efficiency of the integrated mirror we implemented an optical pumping based single photon generation protocol

(Fig 2). The protocol relies on decay into a dark optically pumped state requiring the emission of a terminal π polarised photon rather than
a σ polarised photon (Fig 2B). The ion was first Doppler cooled for 500 ns with two laser beams of σ+ and σ− polarisations with 7 µW and
100 µm diameter at 370 nm, detuned -10 MHz from resonance. Each scattered photon has a 2/3 chance of returning to its original ground
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state via a σ decay, or a 1/3 chance of being optically pumped into the other ground state via a π transition. The ion was then optically
pumped in the 2S1/2 mF = +1/2 state by 500 ns illumination with just the σ− light. 750 ns of wait time was introduced for acousto-optic

modulator switching time to ensure all laser beams were off. The detection window was then activated for 1000 ns with a 250 ns pulse of σ+

occurring 250 ns into the detection window. On average this process takes three scattering events (2 σ and 1 π) and the whole duration of one
cycle is 3.25 µs. Since the collection optic was oriented perpendicular to the quantisation axis, the σ and π photons had perpendicular linear
polarisations allowing us to filter out the single π photon with a linear polariser and detect it on the PMT. Occasional decays (0.5%) into the
2D[3/2] dark state were repumped out with 650 µW of 935 nm light and did not have a meaningful impact on the experiment.
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4.1. STATEMENTOF CONTRIBUTION TO CO-AUTHORED PUBLISHED PAPER77

Within this publication it was mentioned that the collection optic had a large numerical

aperture that resulted in polarisation blurring. It should be noted that when using a large

NA refractive lens it is possible to eliminate this type of polarisation mixing by coupling the

collected light into a single-mode fiber [171]. However, this would need to be investigated

when using diffractive collection optics.

At the time of this publication, our collection efficiency per ion-photon into a single

mode fibre was nearly triple the reported efficiency obtained from using bulk optics. How-

ever, since this publication, this collection efficiency has been beaten by [90]. In their

publication they used bulk optics in a cavity configuration around a trapped ion. It is

worth pointing out, that while the optical interface in [90] is good for proof of concept,

their system may be very difficult to scale to the densities required for QIP.

After I finished working on this section of my project another PhD student continued

improving this setup and changed to trapping multiple 171Yb+ ions. To test ion-state

fidelity of these qubit-appropriate ions I formed an internation collaboration with Giorgio

Quaranta, a Ph.D. student at CSEM S.A. (Muttenz, Switzerland), to create a large high

density diffraction grating that should be capable of spatially separating frequency-qubits.

Giorgio fabricated this diffraction grating and I tested it’s ability to be used in the system.

However, I found that when 369.525 nm light was sent to the grating the diffracted beam

was highly aberrated. This was later determined, by others, to be caused from a chip like

curvature of the grating surface. This issue was overcome by later purchasing a custom

made grating from an optics company. This new grating is being set up by Steven Connell.



Chapter 5

Conclusion and Outlook

This candidature was a continuation of a project at Griffith University’s centre for Quan-

tum dynamics that I have been contributing towards since 2010. I have been helping to

design and build the architecture for a quantum communication platform. For each end

of this platform our group has determined a good candidate will include ion-based QIP,

integrated Fresnel mirrors as optical interconnects, and a quantum frequency conversion

waveguide.

In Chapter 2 I presented my investigation into frequency stabilising the 398.9 nm laser,

used for isotope selection in the 2-step ionisation process of Yb atoms. For a low cost and

compact solution we used polarisation enhanced absorption spectroscopy.

In chapter 3 I showed that the imaging resolution of optical interconnects, required

for quantum communication applications, opens up a new avenue for investigating aspects

of fundamental physics. Using a 3D RF Paul trap I was able to trap a single ion and

reproduce the high resolution imaging that had been shown in previous publications by

our group. By fitting the ion images to a Gaussian profile, along with my data acquisition

technique, I was able to reduce the localisation of an ion in two of the axes from a few

hundred nm down to a couple nm (2 orders of magnitude). In the focal axis I measured

our localisation, for the first time, also down to a few nm. Using a well localised ion we

were able to calculate its sensitivity as a force sensor by applying static electric fields to

our compensation electrodes. The observed sensitivity for the 2 axes in the image plane

were 372±9stat and 347±12sys±14stat zN /
√

Hz. The observed sensitivity along the focal

axis was 808± 29sys ± 42stat zN /
√

Hz. Where the sensitivity in all 3 axes was limited by

random ion drift as observed on the ccd camera. Once the ion was calibrated as a force

sensor we tested it by directly observing the light force on a single ion. We were able to

measure the 95 zN force exerted on the ion from a µW CW laser beam.

In chapter 4 I wrapped up my MPhil investigation of the integrated diffractive mirrors

surface trap for parallel readout of quantum states in a scalable architecture. We showed,

with a single 174Yb+ ion, that a trapped ion operating as a deterministic single photon

source could send it’s emitted photons down a single mode fibre with high efficiency. Using

a hybrid 2-step and 4-step Fresnel mirror we were able to collect 5.8±0.8% of the emitted

photons for use in state detection. We were then able to couple 71±0.5% of those collected
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photons into a single mode fibre. This provided a total collection efficiency per ion-photon

of 4.1 ± 0.6% into a single mode fibre for use in quantum communication applications.

At the time of this publication, that was nearly triple the reported efficiency obtained

from using bulk optics. However, since this publication, this collection efficiency has been

beaten by [90].

I then extended on the work in chapter 4 by forming an international collaboration

for a new way to perform state readout on frequency qubits. Finally I built a quantum

frequency conversion device (briefly mentioned in the introduction) for converting, in a

single step, UV photons emitted by an atomic Yb qubit, into a low loss telecom band

for long distance communication. This device also represents a new way to generate µW

level UV light. If 1 of the ∼ 400 channels in this fabricated device is found to convert

the right frequency, this would be enough to saturate the 2S1/2↔2P1/2 (369.5 nm) cooling

transition in Yb+ ions. Currently, I was only able to find a waveguide with this level of

conversion for approximately 372 nm light.

5.1 Future

The Integrated diffractive mirror surface trap, currently in use, only has one collimator

designed with a focal length equal to the distance from the surface of the trap to the RF

null. The other mirrors are off by 1-to-3 µm and produce aberrated ion images only suitable

for state detection. We, however, have a trap with the correct mirror configurations already

in our lab. The 2 surface traps just need to be swapped over. Once this is achieved, we

will be able to verify low cross talk between trapped ions in neighbouring sites and their

associated single mode communication channels. On top of this our group still needs to

show that the trap depth of our surface trap is high enough that 2 ions can be brought

into a single well and coupled through the Coulomb interaction. Alternatively, show that

ions can be entangled through a special ’cross-imager’ diffractive mirror already on our

surface trap [106].

Our group uses frequency qubits, which are immune to decoherence from polarisation

fluctuation through communication fibres. However, they are harder to manipulate for

entangling qubits [172]. A setup should be built for showing we are capable of achieving

ion-photon entanglement. This can be done through the use of an electro-optic modulator

and our large diffraction grating.

Future iterations of trapped ion optical interconnects could be aided by using polar-

isation insensitive adaptive optics, even if placed outside the vacuum chamber as a final

optic to fix aberrations [173]. The collection efficiency of the diffractive mirrors could also

be improved by using fabrication techniques with reduced fabrication limitations [174].

Nano-imprinting [175], instead of e-beam lithography, could help with this. However, to

the best of my knowledge, the pressure imposed by nano-imprinting is still to close to the
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fracture stress of the material used in our surface traps (silicon wafers). Future ion traps

could also incorporate 3D printed vacuum chambers, as off the shelf vacuum components

can limit the scalability of the system. 3D printed titanium and sterling silver seem com-

patible for ultra-high vacuum systems [176, 177]. Griffith University already has a metal

3D printer for investigating this.

For the quantum frequency conversion waveguide, the different waveguide channels

should be further investigated to see if one is suitable for converting UV photons emitted

from a Yb+ ion. From this investigation the experimental refractive index of Lithium

niobate (material I used) at 369.5 nm can be calculated and a better device fabricated.

This should be compared to the experimental refractive index for the device used in [99].

In figure 1.9 I included transtitions to the 2F7/2 state. Lifetime estimates of the 2F7/2

state range between 8 and 3700 days (8 days [178], 1500 days [179], 1968 days [180], 3700

days [122]) and has been used for shelving during state detection [181] which resulted in

some of the highest state preparation and measurement fidelity observations with a 171Yb+

ion. This 2F7/2 state may also be useful for the atomic qubit, compared to the standard

hyperfine ground state. In 171Yb+ the 2F7/2 state contains hyperfine splitting [180, 135]

(4.4 GHz sideband required on 2F7/2↔1D[5/2]5/2 transition). An ion in the 2F7/2 state

does not interact with lasers from the cooling cycle and uses visible laser wavelengths.

This could eliminate the need for trapping a different element when using sympathetic

cooling for obtaining longer memory times. In evenYb+ one should be able to drive the

ion into the 2F7/2 state by only adding an 861 nm laser to the lasers already required for

cooling [182]. Additional transitions from the 2F7/2 state, and their decay lifetimes, can

be investigated by co-trapping 2 174Yb+ ions in the 3D RF paul trap. After the 861 nm

wavelength has been found, it can be pulsed on and off until only one trapped ion enters

the 2F7/2 state, while the other one is used for sympathetic cooling. Our group have the

tunable lasers required for this investigation.

Our group has also recently set up an optical fibre between 2 Griffith University cam-

puses, separated by over 60 km. This fibre needs to be tested. Once shown to work, and

another ion trap installed at the second campus, a complete QKD channel can be tested.
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Chapter 6

Appendix

For a complete list of my published contributions into this field, below is an additional

paper from which I am a contributing author that has not been used for the fulfilment of

any previous degrees. However, this paper was published well before starting my candi-

dature and should not be considered part of this thesis.

The bibliographic details of the co-authored paper, including all authors are:

A. Jechow, B. G. Norton, S. Hndel, V. Blūms, E. W. Streed, and D. Kielpinski, Control-

lable Optical Phase Shift Over One Radian from a Single Isolated Atom, Physical Review

Letters, 110, 113605 (2013)
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Fundamental optics such as lenses and prisms work by applying phase shifts

to incoming light via the refractive index. In these macroscopic devices, many

particles each contribute a miniscule phase shift, working together to impose a

total phase shift of many radians. In principle, even a single isolated particle

can apply a radian-level phase shift, but observing this phenomenon has proven

challenging. We have used a single trapped atomic ion to induce and measure

a large optical phase shift of 1.3 ± 0.1 radians in light scattered by the atom.

Spatial interferometry between the scattered light and unscattered illumination

light enables us to isolate the phase shift in the scattered component. The

phase shift achieves the maximum value allowed by atomic theory over the

accessible range of laser frequencies, validating the microscopic model that

underpins the macroscopic phenomenon of the refractive index. Single-atom

phase shifts of this magnitude open up new quantum information protocols,

including long-range quantum phase-shift-keying cryptography [1, 2] and

quantum nondemolition measurement [3, 4].

Optical phase shifts are commonly observed from all materials, and generally originate

from the delayed response of electrons to an applied light field. In principle, large phase

shifts persist down to the single-atom level. As the frequency of light is tuned through

atomic resonance, semiclassical theory predicts that the scattered light experiences a phase

advance of 0 for far red detuning, through π/2 on resonance, to π for far blue detuning.

Small phase shifts have recently been observed from single atoms [5] and molecules [6].

Similar small phase shifts, arising from the shift of atomic energy levels, have also been

observed by interferometric measurements of fluorescence from single trapped ions [7]. The

interferometric techniques used in those experiments detected only the on-axis interference

between the scattered field and the illumination field, so the properties of the scattered

field could not be studied in isolation. Since the illumination field is always much stronger

than the scattered field in these configurations, the accessible phase shift was limited at the

100 mrad level by the scattering amplitude, restricting applications in quantum information

processing and nanophotonics. In another recent approach, by confining an atom in a high-

finesse optical cavity, the phase shift effect was magnified by the many passages of the

illumination light through the atom [8]. Here we demonstrate control of a radian-level phase
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shift of scattered light for an isolated atomic ion in free space, as promised by theory.

Our experimental apparatus is similar to that used in our recent work [9, 10]. A schematic

of the apparatus is shown in Figure 1. A single 174Yb+ ion is trapped in ultra-high vacuum

using a double-needle radio-frequency (RF) quadrupole Paul trap operating at a drive fre-

quency of 40 MHz. Laser light at 369.5 nm, near resonance with a strong transition of the

ion, is weakly focused onto the ion to provide an illumination field with power of ∼ 5 nW

and spot diameter of 5µm (full-width at half-maximum). The illumination beam is linearly

polarised to eliminate optical pumping effects and its power is actively stabilised to min-

imise intensity fluctuations between reference and signal images. The light transmitted past

the atom is reimaged onto a cooled CCD camera with a magnification of 585. To provide

additional laser cooling, an auxiliary 369.5 nm laser beam, detuned −200 MHz from atomic

resonance, is applied perpendicular to the optical axis. This additional cooling enables us to

tune the illumination field somewhat blue of resonance while maintaining reasonable image

contrast. The laser cooling ensures that the amplitude of the ion’s motion is always much

smaller than the imaging resolution. All data presented here have been obtained from a

single continuously trapped ion over a period of a few hours.

Our data consist of background-subtracted, normalised images of the light transmitted

past a single trapped ion, which amount to spatial interferograms of the light field scattered

by the ion. These images are obtained by subtracting signal images, for which ion absorption

was present, from reference images of the illuminating beam. Each pixel of the subtracted

image is then normalised to its value in the reference image. To acquire the reference

images, we optically pump the ion into the metastable D3/2 atomic state, which scatters

only a negligible amount of the 369.5 nm light. In the observation plane (i.e., the plane

imaged onto the camera), the intensity of the scattered field Usc(x, y) is everywhere much

smaller than the intensity of the illumination field U0(x, y). Within the image area, the

illumination field intensity is uniform and is independent of the observation plane position,

so the phase and amplitude of the illumination field is uniform. The background-subtracted,

normalised image signal, denoted S(x, y), is therefore given by

S(x, y) ∝ |U0(x, y) + Usc(x, y)|2 − |U0(x, y)|2 ≈ 2 Re [Usc(x, y) U0(x, y)] ∝ Re [Usc(x, y)] (1)

The image signal S(x, y) is seen to be a spatial interferogram of the scattered field, with the

illumination field serving as the reference wave.
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FIG. 1: Configuration of experimental apparatus. A laser cooled 174Yb+ ion (blue dot) is confined

in a radio-frequency electric quadrupole trap generated by two tungsten needles. Resonant laser

light at λ = 369.5 nm is incident along the optical axis of the imaging system and focused to a

spot of 5 µm FWHM at the ion position. The transmitted light, consisting of a superposition of

the scattering and driving fields, is imaged with a large aperture phase Fresnel lens [9, 14] onto a

cooled CCD camera at 585× magnification. We acquire images of the transmitted light at several

camera viewing planes. A secondary cooling beam (not shown) is incident orthogonal to the needle

axis and the optical axis.

The high information content of the spatial interferogram S(x, y) enables us to isolate the

parameters of the scattered field U(x, y), in particular the phase shift. The total transmitted

field amplitude U0(x, y)+Usc(x, y) exhibits only small phase shifts relative to the illumination

field in our data. Nevertheless, in order to match the spatial dependence of S(x, y) to

well-understood models of wave optics, we are constrained to assign large phase shifts to

the scattered component of the total field. The imaging technique therefore accesses the

scattered field alone, in contrast to results from previous spatially unresolved measurements

[5, 6]. Since those previous measurements only probed the total transmitted power, the large-

amplitude illumination field overwhelmed the small-amplitude scattered wave contribution.

Hence the phase shift observed in those measurements was always reduced by a factor of

Usc/U0 < 0.1 relative to the results presented here, accounting for the previous observations

of <∼ 100 mrad phase shifts.

Figure 2 shows a series of single-ion interferograms at different observation planes and
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laser detunings. When the imaging system is focused at the plane of the ion (row I in Fig.

2), the scattered light always interferes destructively with the transmitted light, giving rise

to an absorption image of the ion. The contrast of the absorption image, as well as the

detuning dependence of the contrast, accords with the semiclassical theory of the atom-light

interaction and with our previous measurements [10]. For defocused imaging (rows II and

III in Fig. 2), the interference of the approximately spherical scattered wave with the planar

illumination wave gives rise to a “bullseye” pattern. The extent of the bullseye grows with

increasing defocusing as the scattered wave spreads transversely. The detuning-dependent

phase shift of the scattered wave induces an alteration of the interference pattern, which is

immediately evident from the on-axis intensity in row II and more subtly affects the spacing

of the interference rings in row III.

FIG. 2: Spatial interferograms of the scattered wave. The theoretical prediction for each interfer-

ogram is shown to the right of the data. The image resolution is 370 nm, approximately equal to

the illumination wavelength of 369.5 nm, and each image is 3.4 µm on a side. Each row of images

corresponds to a fixed observation plane position. In terms of the object space coordinates, row I

sits at the nominal plane of the ion and row II (resp. III) at 1.7 µm (resp. 3.3 µm) upstream of

the ion. The colorbars at the right of the figure indicate the fractional change in transmission for

the images in each row. The images are smoothed with a Gaussian filter of 40 nm width for ease of

viewing, but only raw data is used for comparison with theory. (a) Data (left) and theory (right)

at −13 MHz detuning. (b) The same, but for +9 MHz detuning.

We determine the phase of the scattered wave at each detuning from a series of interfero-

gram images similar to those shown in Figure 2. For each image series, the detuning is fixed
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and the observation plane is shifted to several positions along the optic axis. Each image

series is fitted to a simulation of the wave propagation through our imaging system, and the

scattered wave parameters are extracted from the fit. Typical fit images are shown in Fig-

ure 2. When used to simulate fluorescence images, this model leads to good agreement with

previous experimental data [9]. Further details of the model can be found in the Methods

Summary.

Despite the presence of the auxiliary red-detuned cooling beam, we still incur reduced

image contrast when the illumination beam is blue-detuned, but the reduced contrast does

not affect our ability to measure the phase shift. The auxiliary cooling beam intensity is kept

relatively low to avoid excessive saturation of the atomic transition, so the ion temperature

still rises above the Doppler limit for blue detuning. The resulting thermal motion reduces

the effective imaging resolution at blue detuning [11]. Along with residual saturation by the

auxiliary beam, the lower resolution accounts for the reduction in contrast seen in Fig. 1(b).

The cooling beam also imparts an AC Stark shift to the atomic levels, which is calculated

to be negligible for our experiment.

The retrieved phase of the scattered wave is shown as a function of detuning in Figure

3. Since the intensity of the illumination is kept well below the saturation intensity of the

atomic transition (600Wcm−2), the semiclassical theory of atomic scattering in a weak laser

field should apply. The phase φ then depends only on the laser detuning ∆ as follows:

φ(∆) = tan−1(∆/Γ) + π/2 (2)

where Γ is the atomic frequency linewidth (full-width at half maximum). Ion heating to

the blue side of atomic resonance is expected to increase the measured value of Γ above

the nominal 20 MHz exhibited by an ideal 174Yb+ ion at rest. Similarly, our fluorescence

measurement of the resonance frequency is expected to underestimate the actual frequency,

since ion heating lowers the fluorescence rate rapidly to the blue of resonance. We fit the

phase measurements to the semiclassical model and find Γ = 34 ± 8 MHz with the fitted

resonance position shifted 5 ± 2 MHz blue of the nominal resonance frequency. The close

agreement with atomic theory evidences the near-ideal character of our system.

By showing that a single atom can impose radian-level phase shifts, our results bridge

the gap between microscopic light scattering and macroscopic optical effects. Our results

directly verify long-held theories about the microscopic origin of the refractive index. By
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FIG. 3: Phase shift and normalised scattering probability of the scattered wave. a) Phase of

the scattered wave as a function of laser detuning. Each data point is obtained by fitting a

series of spatial interferograms to the model. The data shows a total phase shift of 1.3 ± 0.1

radians. The uncertainty in determining spherical aberration imparts a common systematic error

of ±0.1 rad to all data points. This common-mode error does not affect the measurement of the

phase shift. The data is well fit by semiclassical theory with the linewidth Γ = 34 ± 8 MHz

and the fitted resonance position shifted 5 ± 2 MHz blue of the nominal resonance frequency.

b) Normalised scattering probability as a function of detuning. All values are normalised to the

maximum scattering probability observed in the data. The theory curve is predicted from the fit

to the phase shift. On resonance and at blue detuning, the scattering probability is lower than

expected from the theory. The mechanical effects of the laser light are seen to be significant,

including the broadening and red-shift of the phase-shift data relative to the ideal case.

adding atoms one at a time to our system, we can study the transition from microscopic

quantum-optical phase shifting to macroscopic refractive optics. Our results also enable new

protocols in quantum communication and measurement, since one may also manipulate the
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internal quantum states of the atom. For instance, in quantum phase-shift-keying (QPSK)

cryptography, quantum information is encoded in the phase shift of a single photon [1],

making it extremely resistant to decoherence and channel loss [2]. The detuning dependence

of the single-atom phase shift can be exploited to entangle the atomic state with QPSK

photonic states, e.g., by using an atom with a Zeeman-split spin-1/2 ground state and driving

atomic scattering with a laser tuned between the Zeeman-split transition components. The

photonic states produced by atoms at remote nodes can then be used for long-distance QPSK

cryptography by entanglement swapping, according to standard quantum repeater protocols

[12]. Conditional phase shifting of multiple photons can also be used to read out the state

of the atom in a minimally destructive way. Since all photons undergo the same conditional

phase shift, the photonic state is entangled, permitting Heisenberg-limited estimation of the

optical phase [3] and therefore of the atomic state. In combination with the stable homodyne

readout provided by our imaging technique, the measurement back-action can approach the

limits achieved with much more challenging techniques based on optical resonators [4].

Methods Summary

Details of fitting model.

Our fitting model takes the scattered wave to be a scalar spherical wave. This assumption

is well justified our numerical aperture (NA) of 0.64, since our geometry restricts the scattered

polarisation to σ± along the imaging axis [13]. The illumination field is modeled as a low-NA

Gaussian beam with standard Gaussian beam propagation theory.

The spherical scattered wave is propagated nonparaxially up to the Fresnel lens and then prop-

agated through the refocusing lens to the image plane using the Fresnel approximation. We model

the Fresnel lens as a near-perfect lens with a small amount of spherical aberration and a super-

Gaussian pupil function. The Fresnel lens is modeled as a thin complex transmittance. The trans-

mittance phase removes nearly all of the off-axis spatial phase variation of the scattered spherical

wave, leaving only the spherical aberration phase function Φ(ρ) = Aρ4, where ρ is the distance

from the optic axis in the plane of the Fresnel lens and A quantifies the magnitude of spherical

aberration. The transmittance amplitude is taken to be a super-Gaussian function pS ∝ e−ρ
4/ρ40 ,

defining the diffraction-limited resolution of the imaging system through the pupil parameter ρ0.
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The scattered wave is then reimaged onto the camera image plane by a weak lens: this process is

modeled using the Fresnel diffraction integral, a valid approximation for this low-NA portion of

the optical system. All told, the model predicts that the scattered field in the image plane (x, y)

is given by

Usc(ξ) = −U0asce
iφsc ie

−ik(fF+fR)

λfR
ũsc

(
ξ

λfR

)
(3)

ũsc ≡ F


exp[iπζρ2/(f2Fλ)]

pS(ρ)√
f2F + ρ2


 (4)

for small deviations of the viewing plane ζ along the optic axis, measured relative to the in-focus

image plane. Here ξ =
√
x2 + y2 is the transverse distance from the optic axis in the image-plane

coordinates, the drive field amplitude is U0, the atomic scattering amplitude and phase are asc and

φsc, the Fresnel lens focal length is fF , the reimaging lens focal length is fR, and F [g] denotes the

two-dimensional Fourier transform of a test function g(x, y).
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